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Perforated floor systems are being used in livestock barns as 
devices for collecting the waste material from livestock. Movement 
of the livestock on the floor forces the waste material through the 
perforations into storage pits located below the floor .. Livestock 
waste collected and stored in this way may be mixed to form a slurry 
that can be pumped. The.slurries can be transported in tank wagons 
and spread in fields as fertilizer or they can be conveyed to disposal 
systems to be reduced by the action of microorganisms. These methods 
of livestock waste d~sposal are proving to be more efficient than 
conventional solid waste handling systems have been. 
A series of long slender beams positioned parallel to each other 
are used to form the perforated floors that are in general use. These 
beams are installed with a narrow space between them through which the 
waste material may pass. 
All classes of livestock are being adapted to these slatted floor 
systems. Floor designs for hogs are well perfected. The greater 
weight of cattle as compared to hogs has made it necessary to use 
beams of larger proportions for cl;lttle than for hogs. Single beam 




A design consisting of a series of beam13 interconnected to form a 
gridwork as illustrated in Figure 1 will be evaluated. Such a system 
could distribute a load applied to any one slat over the four or five 
beams in the series and thus reduce the stresses in the loaded beam. 
For single beam type slats each beam must be designed for the 
maximum load that may be applied at any one time. For gridwork designs, 
it should be safe to assume that if one slat is fully loaded by cattle, 
the two or three beams adjoining each side of the loaded beam could not 
be fully loaded. l'his loading assumption plus the stress distribution 
away from a loaded slat that can be expected in a gridwork should 
provide economy of design. 
01;:>jectives 
The objectives of the study are to: 
1. Obtain data suitable for developing prediction equations that 
describe the strains and the deformations in a gridwork slat 
system when loads are applied to any of the component slats. 
Strains and deformations will be related mathematically to 
the variables that in,flue!nce the strain and deformation. 
2. Compare the prediction equation with theoretical design 
procedures that have been developed. 
3. Adapt the prediction eq~ation to the design of prototype 
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Load Assumptions for Slats for Cattle Floors 
Hoibo (6) published a report in 1960 on the results of structural 
tests made in Norway on concrete floor slats for cattle. Burgener (2) 
adapted these test results to designs suitable for .American needs. 
The floor slats designed for cattle in these papers are developed as 
simple beams, Hoibo presented an extensive analysis of the \oading 
assumptions appropriate for the design of t~e slats. 'nl,ese assumptions 
suggest individual loads of one-fourth the animal weight. The distance 
between an animal's hoofs is assumed as one foot and the distance 
between adjacent animals as two feet. The maximum number.of hoof 
loads possible with these spacings are placed on a slat. For moment 
calculations, two superimposed hoof loads at midspan are assumed. 
Figure 2 illustrates the application .. of these assumptions to a slat 
eight feet long. 
Berhe (1) concluded from data on animal weight and configuration 
measurements that the ratio of the animal weight exertep througQ the 
front legs to that exei;-ted through the hind legs :i,s approximately 
one and one-fourth to one, These data may be adapted to the assump-
tions ~iven by Hoibo. 
Hoibo concluded that slats having a trapizoidal cross section 
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Figure 2. 4 Loading Assumptio~ Used to Design a Single Slat 
that is Eight Feet tong 
5 
be reinforced for diagonal tension. 
Using the results of Hoibo's ~ork; the Portland Cement Associa-
tion (18) has des:J_gned a set of rein:f;orced concrete slats fol:' cattle. 
· Figure 3 .. iUustrate1;1 the design for a singll;:! slat for cattle designed 
to span l;:!ight teet. Designs for prestressed concrete slats have not 
been published, but such slats are being prod\lced commercially. All 
steel slats are also being fabricated. 
Slope Deflection Analyds of Gridworks 
6 
The Portland Cement Association (18) suggests a destgn for pre-
cast slotted floor sections for hogs and sheep designed as gridworks. 
These are cast in individual sections from sixteen to twenty-four 
inches wide with openings cast into the sect~ons. The publication 
points out that such sections are heavier to handle than individual 
slats, but that they do not need spacers to hold all slats in position. 
For hogs and sheev the slat cross section for the grids is suggested 
but no design procedures are provided ... Designf? of grids for cattle 
floors are not included in this publication. 
Tolaba (21), and Tuma and Tolaba (22) have tabulated the equa-
tions needed to analyze for stresses and deformations in rectangul~r 
gridworks using slope detlection. equations. In the analysis, a 
rectangular pl~nar grid is assumed to be loaded as shown, in Figure 4, 
l'hese analyses include the torsional stiffness of the slats. 
The slope deUect,:ion equ;it;i.ons are written .for the members that meet 
at a common junctiop as Ul\lstrated in Figure 5. 
V represents shear, T represents torque, and M represeri.ts bending 





Figjure 3 •. Cross· Section of a S:i,ngie Slat for Cattle Designed to Span 
Eight Fee~ 
+Z 




Figut;"e 5. Fr~e 5ody Diagram of a Slat-1:ie Juni;tion 





Bending moment changes the curvature of the longitudinal axis of a 
slat or t:i,e. 
Joint equilibrit.Jm equations are then written such that the sum of 
all end moments, end forces, and joint loads at a ~iveq joint w:i,th 
respect to a given axis is equal to zero. The equations are written 
as follows: 
Mji + Mjk + ~jn + Tjm = 0 
Mjm + Mjn + Tji + Tjk = 0 
Vji + Vjn + Vjk + Vjm - Pj = 0 
Subscripts define the members under stress as identified in 
Figure 4. 
Moment equations used are: 
Mji = K, .e. + CKijei + s .. (Ai - 6.) +FM .. J1 J J1 J Ji 
Mjk = Kjkej + CKkjek + sjk (Aj - Ai) + FMjk 
M. = Kjmf}. + ~·" + s. Jm J .J m Jm (6 - 6 0) + FM. m J Jm 
M;jn = Kjn0j + CKnj0n + Sjn (tij - ti n) + FM. JU 
Torsion· equations used neglecting externally applied torque 
I I 
T .. = K, f). + 
Jm Jm J c~jem 
I . I 
Tjn = Kjnej + c~jen 
I 
Tji = Kj:i,0j 
Shear equations used are: 
vji = - sj.e. - sijei - Rji (6. - ti.) + FVji 1 ) 1 J 
vjk :;: + sjkej + skjek + Rjk (tij - tik) + FVjk 
vjm = + S jmf)j + Sm~0m -.Rjm (6 - tij) + FV .. m Jm 
V. = - Sjn0j - 8nj0n + Rjn (6 j - ti ) + FVjn JU n 
are: 
The fqllowing notations are used; 
9 - rotation aroupd y a~is 
0 - rotation around x axis 
6 - vertical translation 
FM - fixed en~ moments 
FV - end shears 
If each slfi\t has a uniform cross section anc,i ifE is the modulus 
of elasticity, I is the moment of inertia, and Lis the length of the 
!:!lat or tie between gridwork junctions, the constants used in tpe 
moment and shear equations are as follows: 






6E.i I .. 
sji = J ~ l. 
(Lg) .. 
Si11'ilar. terms are written for K, CK, ancl S terms having other sub-
scripts. 
lf each slat has a uniform cross section~ and if G is the shear 
.modulus, J is the t9rsion1;tl moment of inertia, and Lis the length of 
the nwmber, the constant used in the torsion and shear equations are 
as follo~s: 
I 




-G .. Ji. 








Simitar terms are written fort'~ CK', and R terms having other sub-
SCJ;'iptS, 
Fi~ed end moment e~press~ons are written: 
FMjk 
Puv2 = ---L2.k . J 
FMjm 
Pu2v = +-r-L . 
Jm 
Puv2 
FMjn = -~ 
Jn 
where vis the distance of the load f~Qm j and L - v = u, 
Definini the location of P fi;:,r end shears the same as was done 
for F~, the end. shear expressions are written as follows: 
Pu2 (L + 2v) FV,i=- - -





Pv2 (L + 2u) 
(Ljk)3 
Pu2 (L + 2v) 
.. (L. )3 
Jm 
FV, = - Py2 (L + 2u) 
· Jn (L. )3 
Jn 
When approp~iate expressions for moment, torque, and ~he~r are 
12 
. sul>stit\lted into the joint equiHbrium equations, they are theq tram~· 
formed into e~pressiaµs iµ tet'ms of rotations a;round the x axis, 
rotatioi)s a'(ouq~ they axis, and translation parallel to the z axis, 
~nalysis of a ~rid is accompii,shed by writing equations for each 
poip.t.atwhich membe;(s meet to·form a juncUon in tqe gridwork, This 
results in a series of simultaneous equations .. ~ppropriate end 
/ 
13 
eond:itions for 0, 0, and 6 terms are assumed. Solution <:>f the eql.la ... 
tions is. usually best ac~omplished by writing the equation in a matrfa 
form called a stiffness ~atrix, ~rtvert;f.ng th:ts matrix, and multiplying 
the inverted mat,;ix by the or:f.ginal·st:iffness matrix. l'h;i.s evaluates 
the unknown 9, ti, and 6 terms, Electronic computer solutions. are a 
practical way to evaluate these equations. 
SimUar analysu are presented by ~rtin and Hernandes (9) l:lnd 
Ferguson (3). ln England, Lightfoot and Sw,ako (8) published the matrix 
form of the generalized slope deflection equations for grid frame~ 
works. Adapting this solution to the dectronic computer is di$cu1;1sed. 
Presentations are similar to those of Tplaba (21), and Tuma and 
'rola.ba (22). 
Plate Theory 
Theory using the differential equation that.describes the deforma-
tion of thin plates can be extended to the analysis of gl;'.idworks. 
Timoshenko and Woirtowsky - Krieger (20) record.the modtfications of the 
plate equation needed to adapt it to grid de•ign. Figure 6 illustrates 
the definitions of the variables used in the equation. 
. 2 
M =·C1· a W . . -icy . -,.. -
bl c!iy 
~ a2w 
Myx = a1 a:iiy 
whet'e c1 and c2 at"e ~he to"tsional rig;f,q.ities of the beams parallel to 









Figure 6. Variables.Used in qridwork Analysis Using Plate Theory 
/ 
'l;'he differentia,1 equation adapt;lng plate theory to gridwork 
analysis is: . 
where B1 and B2 .are the flexural rigiqities of t1'e beams parallel to 
the X and Y axi~ respectively an<l Pis the load. 
The solution.for a uniform load over the grid surface can be 
found by assuming that the deflection, ·w, takes the forin of a sine 
series. 
Guyon-Massonnet Grid.Analysis 
Guyon (4) utilized the application of the plate theory to grid-
works t.o analyze grids for cases where the torsional stiffness equals 
zero. In his analysis I he develoi,ed coefficients, K, suitable for. 
distributing the defleciion of the loaded slats to the other slats in 
the g:r;id system. 
Maasonnet (10) extended the study to include cases that had 
tonional stiffness~s that are pot equal to zero. 
Moric.e and Little (12) plotted the distt;"·ibution coe:f;ficients, K, 
from Guyqn and Massonnet in a series of curves that can be useq for 
15 
the solution of the ~t,:-ess~s and defor~ations of unsymmetrically loaded 
gri,dwork systell\S •. ·· His investigation was designed .to check the validity 
of the plate theory for the design <;>f br.idge beams connected to form a 
grid. 
Figure 7 illustrates the symbols used to define the dimep!dons of 
a gridwork under analysis. .The effective width is 2b and is equal to 
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Figui:-e 7. Variables Used in Guy~m ... Massonnet Analysis of Gr:ids 
Distribution coefficients, K, taken from the Guyon-;M:asi;;onnet 
curves are plotted by Morice in terms of rigidity factors, 9, effec-
tive beam position, EBP~ and torsion pat'ameters, a. 
The rigi<iity factor is defined as follows: 
e = ..J?. .~ 
2a , j 
The effective beam position is defined as fqllows: 
EBP = (!L..:....l) (+ actual beam position) 
n -
The torsion parameter is defined as follows: 
ll = G (i0 + jo) 
2E Tij 






I = moment of inertia of main beam 
j = :l 
q 
J = moment of inertia of cross beam 
n = the number of main beams 
G = shear modulus 
E = modulus of elasticity 
I 0 = torsional moment of inertia of the main beam 
jo = Jo 
q 
J0 = tor~ioµal m~ment of inertia of the ~ross beam 
Morice presents two sets of curves. One is for ~ases where 
ci = 0. The other for cases where · a= 00 • In the~e curves fl is 
17 
18 
plotted on the a.Qschsa and K ~:m t;:he ordinate. 
Qn ea~h plot, separate curves are plotted for EPB vdues of -b, 
3b · . b b b b 3b -
- 4' "'2• "'4• O, 4' 2' 4' and b. 
When O < a ·< 1, the dist:ributiqn coeffictent, K, is adjusted by 
- the equati,.on: 
Ka is the distribution coefficient for a torsion parameter equal to a, 
K0 is the distribution coefficien~ for the case where a= O. K1 is 
t~e distribution coefficient fqr the case where a r =. 
To determine the deflections that occur in each main beam when 
.the load is applied to one of the beams, the ddlection, W,. of the 
loaded beam is caiculated as if it were 4 single beam, The mean 
· deflections, MW, 4re calct,1lated by the following equations: 
w 
MW= -.n 
where n is the number of main beams. The design deflection, DW~ is· 
thel\: 
DW = (K) (MW)-. 
The d:i,.str:1,.bution of the mqments across th,e grid are determined in 
a sim:Uar manner, lhe bending moment~ .BM, ot the lc;,acj.ed b~am is c::al--
culated as if it .were a single beam, The mean benc;ling moment is 
compu~ed by the follc;,wing equation: 
MnM = ~ 
The .des ig~ bending moment, DBM, is then: 
DBM= (K)(MBM) 
Rowe (16) has iq.cluded the Gµyon-Massonnet analysis for gridwqrk 
systems f9r bridges in his book on concrete bridge design. Examples 
of designs far grids are :i.ncludec;l. 
l>itllens;i.onal Analysis and-Simi1it1,1de 
~rphy (13) presents a proct;idure for the design of engineering 
research tests. H;l.s approach employs t';he princ;iples of dimensional 
analysis and similitude to eval1,1ate the response that can be expected 
frpm a prototype system based pn experiments with models. Models are 
designed on the basis of similitude theory. 
The f;i.rst step in the design of a model study is to identify and 
1:tst ~11 variables that influence the'·performance Qf the system being 
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modeled. These variables should inc.lude those that are.to be predicted 
_called the_ dependent variables and the independent variables t!:tat 
infiuence thoi;e being predicted. All variables influencing the system 
must be incluc;led if' dependab].e predictions are to be made f<:>r the 
· system. Redundancy i,n the list wiLl cau1;1e unnecessary test work. 
The variables are arranged into d:i,mensienless grot,1ps. The 
Buckingham Pi Theorem discussecJ by Murphy (12) provides a means for 
making these arrange[llent$. l)imensions are assigned to each variable to 
properly describe the variable, The variables are then grouped into 
-dimensic;mless parameters called pi terms. -- The Buckingham Pi Theorem 
.·states that the· m.imber of independent pi terms that can be formed 
equals the number of vari~ble$ involved in the system minus the rank of 
the dim_ensional matrix .. The number of variables that must bl;! considered 
in a sequence·of-tests are reduced-by this technique. If the first 
_pi term is consi.dered as the parameter.containing the depende~t 
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var:i,ahle, the general relationship between the variables·inflt,1enci,ng 
the system c,n be written: 
ir1 = .f('IT2~ ir3, ir4, • · • ,rn) 
Murphy (13) o'utl;i.nes p1;ocedure$ that are suitable for evaluating 
a function that describes the performance of a system by the use of 
modeh, The theory states that observations in an experiment should 
bE1-arranged so that all i.ndependent p~ terms except one involved.in the 
funct;i.on remain constant with that one varied to estal;>lhh, relatj.on-
sh;i.p between it and the dependent pi term, The procedure is repeated 
for each independent pi ter~ in the system. lf 'lfl is the dependent 
pi term, these relationships can be wri;tten i,n the following form j_f 
the bar over the pi symbol indicates that the term is held constant: 
1T 1 = 01(1T2, 1T3' 1T4' 1T ) n 
1f 1 = 02(ir2, 'lf3' 1r4, 1f ) n 
03 (ir 2 
.... 
nn) '11'1 = 1T3 1T 4, 
,rl = fl)n-1fir2, 1T3, 1T4, • ' • irn) 
Models may be used to obtain the relationsqip between the para~ 
meters. Models may be. of any size in· relation to a prototype, but in 
eng;i.neering research greatest economy and conv~nience i~ usually 
Qbtai1'ed by using models smaller than the prototypes being evaluated. 
For structuJ;"al testing, models need nc;,t he geometi;ically similar, but 
they may be. 
A set of relationships established for a model will be valid for 
a p7;ototype if the follqwing conditions are met;: 
("\)model = ('Tl'l)prototype 
(1T2)model. "' ('T1'2)prototype 
(1T3)model = (1T3)prototype 
If the range of value~ used for pi terms for models is the sa~e 
as the range expected for prototypes, test results for modds will be 
vahd forpredictillg the per;formance of the prototype. Murphy (13) 
outlines a method that can be u1:1ed to combine these relationi;;hips into 
one equation. 
One possible for~ of a suHable pred;l.ction equation is: 
m2 m3 m4 ~ 
,rl "F t)('Tl'2 .. J 71'3 J 71'4 J . . . . 1T µ. ) 
Experimental data can be used to define values oft), m2, .m3, m4, . 
• ·• • . ~ f9i:' the range of values of the component pi terms. being 
evaluated. 
Structural !olodeling with flaster of Paris 
Pl;;tst,e-r of Paris pouesses characteristics that make :i.t suitable 
for many structural modeling applications. ;Many prototype materials. 
,re chara~terized by a streu strain relat;ionship that is appro,cimately 
linear· ;i.n the elast;ic range. Preece and Sandover (14) ancJ Mattock (11.) 
sugg~st; that materiah used.to model these prototype materials should 
also have a linear mod\llus of elasticity in the elastic range. J>reece 
and S~indover (14) further point out that the material used for m0deling 
should be easily worked and .should. be a stable material. 
··~'j,·· 
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Figure 8 shows a typico;ll stress-strain diagram for cured plaster 
of Paris and concrete in compression. These curveis are given by Roar~ 
and Hartenberg (15). It will be noted that the mod~lus of the elasti· 
city Qf the plaster of Paris .appears to be nearly ltnear up to tqe 
rupture point. All test data from plaster of Paris models will be 
taken when the stress~st;o;lin relationshi~ is ~n the elastic range. 
These results applied to a prototype will be suitable for evaluating 
the stress-stra:i.n relationships :i,n its elastic range <:mly. Beyond its 
elastic range, test results wiU not be valid •. ];'oisspn' s ratio is 
reported by Roark.and.Hartenberg (15) to range from-.06·te ,10, W:f,anecki 
(22) presents a series of curves showing the stress-strain relationship 
for plaster of Paris in both compression and·tension and his data 
indicates that; the curves.by Roark aqd Hartenberg. are valid. Wainecki 
presents a series of curves on plaster of Patis manufactured with 
varying <tuantities of wo;lter. The influence of the variation in the 
water on ~he quaUty of the.plast,:er of :Paris is shown in these .curvelii, 
His calcu:latiQns for Poisson's n1ti,o indicate that it ranges from 
·0.196 to 0.206 depending on the water used for.mixing. Hetenyi (5) 
points out that a variety of.plaster ,;nater;i.als .are available co,:nmer-
cially that a.re suitable for model tests. These inclµde moldi,n,g pl1:1.ster, 
p~aster of Paris, or a high-grad~ pottery plaster .. The chemical com-
position of these materials is about the same but the pottery plaster 
is preferable in many WollYS beeause. it has a somewhat slower setting 
time and permits a lon~er time fqr wotking the materi1:1,l. It is pointed 
out again·that the.quantity of water 4sed in mixing tj:te plaster affectli 
its quality.· J;>roportions of 70 pounds of water to lOP pc:>unds of plaster 
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Concrete and Plaster of Paris 
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elasticity of about one million PSI, a compressive stress of about 
1,800 PSI, and tensile strength from 600-aoo PSI. 
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Recomni.endatiQns for mixing the plaster .of Paris suggest tpat pure 
drinking water at room temperature should be used. The plaster shoµld 
be slowly mixed into the water and the mixture should be permitted to 
blend for 10 .. 12 minutes, After the curing period, .the plaster of ~arh · 
should be slowly stirred to permit entrapped air bubbtes to escape. 
~is should continue for about five minutes. 
!'laster of Farh undergoes a small volume ex~ansion as it curef,1. 
Tile curing process also involves a reaction tqat warms the plaster and 
causes it to sweat. This sweating characteristic makes it easy to 
re(Jlove the curing .pl~u,ter of P,aris from oiled molds after it has 
hardened. for best strength characteristics, the 1;1peciniens should be 
curec;l ina moist room for about two days and then dried for a minimum 
of tht:ee weeks at room tempel;'ature, R.j;lpid curing at room temperature 
is not recotilfilended. 
CJ,JAPTER III 
i'HE DESIGN OF eXPERIMENTS 
The design of a series of slats interconnl;'!cted to fol;~ a gridwol;'k 
in such a way that it woulq be suitabl,e foi;- cattle ;floors is an 
indeterminat;e structural problem. Designing such systems may be base~ 
on theoretical analyses. A model study was designed for the purpose of 
vali4ating the techniques used in theoretical analyses. To facilitate 
the use of theoretical analyses, a gridwork system mµst be idealized. 
Slat and tie lengths are taken hom the center of one junc;:tion to the 
center of an adjoining one. In gl"i4s where the. length of the ties is 
short, slat width could have a sig1;dficant effect. Val;i.dation of 
theoret;i.cal analyses by experimental techniques.would indic;:ate t;he 
reliability of idealizations such u these. 
The studywas limited to gridwork systems having four slats only. 
Four slat reinfot"ced concrete grids adapt well to c;:attle.barn designs: 
Plaster models of gridwork systems were fabrici!;lted·and tested 
under loads. The loading system suggested by Jioi.bo (6) was used ,11.s a 
basis for determining the lqadings that might ~e anticipated an slat 
systems. With cattle loads it w~s ccmsiderec;l that adjoining slats 
. w9uld not be loaded simultaneously, . ;(n a fc,,ur-slat gridwork, it h 
conceivable that one outside slat only might be loaded and in this w~y 
woul,d give maximum· eccentricity to the loading on the gridwo1·k. 
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Symmetrical loading across the gridwork might also oc~ur, Lo~d tests 
we+e therefore done by applying pairs of loads symmetrically placed on 
slats in the model gridwork system, as shown :i,n figure L. One slat 
was loaded at a time, The effects of several pairs of loads could be 
obtained by using t~e principle of superposition if the system were 
stressed within its linear stress-strain range. 
Factors needed for the design of the main slflts in a gridwork 
system include the defle~tion of the slats and the strain developed 
on the surfaces of the slats. With bending occurring in the slats, 
maximum strain should occur on the top and bottom surfaces of each of 
the slats. Loads were applied to the slats in a symmetrical pattern, 
If the grid systems are assumed to deform as plates deform in the 
theory of vlates, maximum tr~nslation and strain should occur at.the 
center of the slats. All measuremeqts of these characteristics were 
taken·at s~at centers, 
End support systems {or the gtidworks were designed as· simple 
supports. The cross sectional conf:i,guration of the slats and ties was 
assumed to be ideritical. 
The principles of engineering similitudes alon~ with dirq.en;;ional 
analysis were utilized in·the design of the series of tests. Predi~-
tion equations were developed. A prototype grid was tested .and test· 
results were ~ompare4.with values computed from the prediction ~qua-
tions. 
Pertinent Quantities and .Dimensionless.Parameters 
The pertinent quantities that; are c;onsidered to influence the 
deflection and.strain encountered tn a gridwork system are tabulated 
· i,l'). Table I. . J)efin:f,tions of pertinent quantities are illustrated in 
Figure 1: This listing includes both strain and deflection as 
dependent var:l,ables. The same independent variables are ~onsf<fe~cfcf: 
as influenci,ng the strain and deflection in a gridwork system. 
Forming the pi terms .is doqe by considering e and d a~ the terms 
. that ate used . to deyelop the dependent dimen·sionli;3ss ,parameter. 
The 1remainlngeleven afe used to form-independent pi.terms for 
analyzing for both e and d. ·. Two ~iimensions are req1.J;lred to descr;lbe 
all va:riables so the numb.er of independent pi terms required to pre-
dict each dependent pi term is calculated_ as follows; 
11 independent variables -·2 dimensions= 9 indepep.dent pi terms, 
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· Including the two dependent pi terms, a total of 11 pi terms· should be 
formed. One s~t of parametel;"s that ~an be formed are shown in 
Table II. 
Prediction equations that may be written are: 
or 
i . . 
e = f(E;r/GJ, EI/PL , L/B, L/X, T, S, b/L, h/L, XX/L) 
and 
or 
L/d = f(EI/GJ·, f,I/PL2 , L/B, X/L, T, S, b/L, h/L, XX/L) 



















Sti,ffness; slat and tie 
(pou~ds -:lnches2) 
Torsional rigidit2; slat and tie 
(pounds :r'" inches ) 
. 
Grid length (inches) 
Concentrated loads (total of pair 
of loads symmetrically placed on 
a slat). (pounds) 
O. C. slat spacing (inches) 
Distaqce end c;>f grid to·lQad {inches) 
Number of t:i,es 
Number of slats 
Slat and tie width (inches) 
Slat and tie depth (inches) 
Dis.tance re:l;erence end of ~rid to. 
point where strain and deflection 











'11' 2 = L/d 
TABLE II 
DIMe~SIONI.11;SS PARAMETERS 
1r5 = L/B 









= h/L 1r3 = F.I/GJ 
1r4 = EI/PL2 '11'11 = XX/L 
Discussion o( Pi Terms 
1r1 = e is the parameter describing the strain encountered at the 
center of each slat due to a pair of loads on any slat •. Strain by 
itself h a dimensionless term usually meas.ured as microinches of 
strain per inch of.beam leq.gth, With proper af;lsumptions "-Iii to the . ' 
vari,tion in strain from the top to the bottom of the.slat, the bending 
l'\'lOl'\'lent can be evaluated. 
'11' 2 = L/d is the parameter describing the deflection at the cente'X' 
of the slats in a loa<;led grid. The ;ratio of grid length to deflection 
is an index of deflection. 
'II' 3 = lU/GJ is a term that includes the benping stiffness and 
torsional.;rigidity of the slats and cross ties. The test:i,ng program 
was-limited to $rid systems in which these values were equal for slats 
and cross ties. This limitatiQn results in a design that is suitable 
tor a cattle floor system .. E represents the modulus of elasticity and 
G the shear l'\'l<>dulus of the material used in a grid. I represents the 
moment of inertia and J the torsional moment of inertia of the slats 
and cross t:i,es. 
'IT 4 = EI/PL2 h the pi term that includes the e;ffect of variation 
in load. The load is a ;force which is expressed in pounds, 
1r5 '1'.L/B is the term that includes the on center spacing ',)f the 
slats. The dimension of Bis length and any other length term col,llp 
be used to form the d:1,mensionless parameter, 
'IT 6 = X/L represents the location of the load. Xis a length 
measured from the end of the grid .. It could be paired with any other 
length term t!o form a dimendonlesi;i parameter, 
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Tf7 = T has peen defined as the term indicating the number·of ci;-oss 
ties in the grid system, A cross tie is considered as extending across 
the width of the grid. This parameter is di~ensiopless. 
'11' 8 =Sis defined as the term indicatipg the number of slats in 
the grid srstem. A slat extends from one enp of the grid to the other. 
This parameter is dimensionless, 'lllese studies were limited to grids 
having four slats only. 
'Ilg= b/L is the te~m that inclµdes the width of a slat Of tie. 
This term probably .has local effects at the joints. These effects 
are of secondary.importance and are therefore neglected in this st\lcly. 
ir 10 = h/L is the term that includes the depth of a slat o;- tie, 
This term was neglected in this study for the same reasons g~ven for 
neglect;lng 1T 9 • 
1T U = XX/L representl;J the distance from a referen~e end of a grid 
to the point at which·strain and defleet;i.on are meas4red •. In thil;I· 
study, only max:l,mum value1;1 were. considered.. Two loads were placed an 
equal dhtance from each end of a slat to provi4ie maximum deformations 
~t the center c# slats, This· assumption is derived from plate theory. 
Location of deformation measurements was not varied, but was J:"ecorded 
at the center.of slats only. 
Schedule of Experiments 
The independent parameter1;1 that were selected·as those that 
influenced the dependent strain ,parameter also wel;'e selected as those 
. that iq.fluenced the dependep.t deflection parameter, 'IT = b/L and 
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'ITlO = h/L were neglected. 'IT8 =Sand 'ITll = XX/L were held constant 
in all tests. Prediction equations that include the significant 
independent parameters are: 
or 
e = f(El/GJ,, EI/PL2, L/B, X/L, 'r) 
and 
or 
L/d ,.; f(EI/G.1,. EI/JtL,2, L/B, X/L, T) 
The schedule o.f experiltlents in Table III summarbes the s~hedule of 
treatments for both grid strain and deflection tests. 
The effect of each independeqt pi term on thja dependent pi term 
describing strain or deflect;:ion was evaluated by five series of tests. 
· .· :tn experiment series. A, for example,· tr3 was varied while the other 
fo1,1r b1dependent parameters were held constant, The otheir four inde .. 
pendent pi terms were each varied in ~urn in a similar manner in the 
remaining four series of tests. A bar over the symbol for·pi written 
·as 1i in Table III indicaees that the pi term is \leld constant in t;he 








· SCHEDULE ··OF TREATMENTS FOR GRI:P STAAlN 
AND D~FLECTION TESTS* 
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*1T = e and 'IT = L/d are the m~~SQred variables. 
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To evaluate EI ancl GJ for the ,rid tests, single· slat tests were 
conducted to det;ermine ~ and G,. E was determ:lried by measuJ;"ing t;qe 
deflection on a single slat that was synunetJ,ically loaded with a pair 
of point loads. G was determined by measuring the angular rotation 
of a single slat to which a torsional load was ,applied. 
figures 9 and 10 illustrate the test equipment .used to determine E, 
The equipment included: 
1, Model support stand designed to requce the deformation in the 
stand as much as possible when the models were loaded, 
2. Molding plast;er single bea.m model. 
3, Low friction bearings supporting the ends of the beams. 
4, :{.,oading yokes. 
5. Loading bar for distributing load to two loading yokes • 
. 6. Weights. 
7,. Ames dial indicators. ,Deflection readings to the nearest 
,001 inch. 
8, .. D:(.al indicator support stand. 
Figures 1;1 .. 14 illustrate the test equipment used to determi,ne.G. 
The equipment includes: 
·1. Molding plaster single $lat model, 
2, .Model support stand. One e11d of the J,nOdel was c1$Jllped rigidly 
to the stand. The other end was clamped to a circular plate 
which was supported on a pair of low friction rollers,· A 
loading arm of known length was atta~hed to the circular 
plate. '.A,n arm was.placed on each side of the plate to 
.equa~ize the dead load of the bars. Loads o11pplied at one 
end. of the bar would then be the only loact causing torsion •. 
3, Weights. 
4, · .. Mirrors glued to th.e models a measured dhta1;1ce apart, 
Figure 9 . Test Equipment Used to Evaluate E for the 
Molding ~):as .ter · 
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·PLASTER OF PARIS BEAM ------
24 INCHES IN LENGTH 
r DIAL INDICATORS 1 
\ \ ,:;r::;::=====::;:===t 
YOKES 
LOAD 
:figure 10, ·. Diagram of· ~est Equipment Used to Evaluate. E of 
J;>la1?ter 
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Figure 11. Tor!)iion Machine U.sed to Evaluate G of 
the MQlding Plaster 
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Figure 12. Projectors Directed at Mirrors on Test Slat 
for. Evaluating the Twist in the Slat · 
Under a Torsional Load 
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Figure 13. Relationship Betwe~n Projectors, Slat, 
and Measu~ing Scale Used for Evalu-
ating the Twist in the Sl~t Under a 
Torsional Load 
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BEAM---
MIR~~ 
Figu;e 14. DiagJ;"am of RelatiQnlilhip Between Projectors,· siat and 
Measuring Scdes Used for Ev~luating Twist in ·the 




5. Two 35 millimeter slide projectors. 
6, Slides with mo~nted c;rpss hairs. Human hairs were mounted in 
gl~ss slides to ~rovide the ctoss hairs, 
7, Projecting boards with measuring scales, Cross hairs were 
.Projected from the projectors and were reflected froni the 
mirroni to the projection bc;,ard, Measurements provided data 
to determine beam twist, 
(;rid Tests 
llle same modelswere used for grid strain and grid detlection 
measurements. In one test sequence, these measurements were taken in 
separate tests. Based on the experience gained frc;>m these first testE!, 
it was concluded that bot;:h ~ets of measurements could be taken con~ 
c~rrently. This w~s (lone on succeeding tests. 
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the test eqQipment used to determine 
the strain.and deflection at the center of the slats in the grids. 
The support, loading, and strain gauge arrangement are similar to that 
of the single beam illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, 
The equipment included: 
1. Model support stand designed to reduce the deformation in the 
stand as much as possible when the models were ioaded. 
2, Molding plaster gridwork models. 
3, Low friction bearings supporting the ends of the grids. 
4, Load;i.n.g yokes used to apply pairs of loads to each beam in 
turn in the grids. 
5! Loading bar for distribµtipg load to the two loading yo~es. 
6, Weights. 
7, Ames dial indic.ators. De:Uection read:i;qg to t;:he neal;'est. 
,001 inch. 
8. :Oial i,ndicator suppoi,t .stand, 
Figur~ 15. Apparatus Used to Test Plaster Grids 
Showing Dial Indicators and Strain 
Gauge Installation 
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9. SR-4 strain gauges, Baldwin;.Uma-HamilJ:c:>n. Type FAP .. 25.-12 S-6 
Constantan foil papei backed gauges. Qauge -length: one-
f oµJ;"th inch. · 
10. . f;po~y cement , 
11. . Baldwin-Li~a-~milton strain gauge switch. 
12, ·Baldwin-1,,ima-Hamilton singb channel stJ;"ain· :h1dicfi1.tor. 
CHAPTER IV 
CHAMCTERlSTlCS OF PROTOTYl'E GRIDS SUITABJ,.E 
FOR CATTLE FLOOR SYSTEMS 
l'he range of values selected for the tndependent pi terms for the 
model teijts was based on the characteristics of prototype gridworks 
suitable for Uvestock :l;loor systems. Table IV lists the inaximum and 
minimum values assigned to the independent pi terms.· 
TMLE IV 
LIM1TS OF VALUES ASSIGNED 10 INDEPENDENT DIMENSIONLESS 
PI TERMS FOR MODEL TESTS AS D~TERMINED FROM THE 
CHARACTERISTICS·OF SUIT.AaLE PROTC>TYPE GRIPS 
Dimension.lea$ P~ Term Values for Prototypes 
Pi.Terms 
,r3 = ~I/GJ 
'II' 4 = EI/;PL2 
'IT 5 = L/B 
,r 6 = 'UL 
Minimum !ia~imum 
0 .. 80 · 4.63 
4.0 44.0 
9,0 24.0 
0.17 . 0.46 
1.0 4,0 . 
'II' 3 is· defined ~s EI/GJ, l'la~:f,ng limit:~ on this pi i;erm requ;i.red 
that stren,gC:h character;f..$t:f.cs of the materials used for the prototype 
concrete grids be considered as well as the cross sectional shape of 
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the slats. It is commonpractice in reinforced concrete design of 
indE;?terminate. structures to assume values of; ~I: and GJ l:>ased on 
unreinforced concret;e sections. This procedure was adopted for esti .. 
mating the ratio El/G.J for c;oncrete prototypes, Roark and Hartenberg 
(l5) have reported that Poisson's ratio, _ll, for concrl;!te may be taken 
· as appro:dmatelr O ,2. Using the relationship: 
G = E 
2(1 + ll) 
we find that: 
G = _.._..,..E __ 
2(1 + 0.2) 





G ..,. 0.4167E 
Morice and Little (12) dso suggest that for _concrete design, the 
approximation G = 0 ,4E may be assumed. 
Two e~tremes considered pract~cal as cross section qimensions for 
concrete slats ·include one having a depth of t;wo inches cind a width of 
. . 
dx inches and a second having ci depth of; six inches and a width of 
three ·inches, 
- Rec.tan,gular croi;;s sections are not normally used £or concrete 
slats, bllt were considered satisfactory for determining f;he approxi .. 
l'!late limits for the ratio, EI/GJ. l'he equation ! = 1/12 bh3 provides 
an estimate o-f the moment of inertia of a rectangular cross section of 
homogeneous material if-bis the width and h :f.s the depth of the 
section. This is an express:i,on for the moment of inertia about an 
x axis located at the center of the section. 
Seely (17) and Timoshenko and Young (20) summarize,the work of . . 
de St .• Venant , published in 1855 in M;em des Savanis es tr angers, y. 14. 
They. report ·that· a satisfacto:ry express;!.on fo.r the torsional moment of 
inertia of a, rectangular cross. section of, homogene.ous material may be 
written: 
J ... 1/16(16n - 3.36 b/h c1 - 1112 Cb/h)4))hb3 
where h equals the long dimension ap.d b equals, the short dimension. 
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J.has been interpreted to.be equal to a(hb3)- in the equ~tion e = T/f3hb:3G 
as given by Timoshenko and Young (20). It is _the expression used in the. 
equation fore as it is adapted to rectangular cross sections only. The 
stress distribution across the face of ,a bar having a rectangular cross 
section is difficult to describe mathematically. The value given for 
(f3hb3) by the equation developed by St. Venc:1:nt gives.a good approximation 
of the distribution •. The equation was developed from experimental data 
aq.d assumes an approximate stress.distribution across·the face of the 
cross section. Other equations have been developed for estimating 
J = (f3hb3), but the.one by St. Venant is used here. In this report 
J is pefined as being equal tq f3hb 3, 
Table. V lists the computed moments of inertia, I, and.torsional 
moments of inertia, J; for the two extreme cross sections being 
considered. It also includes the value of the _relationships of 







PROTOTYPE GRID SLAT CHARACTERISTICS USED TO 
DETERMINE TEST LIMITS F9R E!/GJ 
SlAt 
Depth I J 
(in.) · (in,4) (in.4)· 
2 4 12.6 
7 85.7 46,2 
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El _ _]_ 
GJ .- .4J 
0.795 
4,630 
The limtts of TI4 = EI/PL2 were ipfluenced by the range of values 
used for bending stif:f;ness and the loads that could be appli,ed. 
Table VI U.sts the value$ us~c;l to establish the uppe,; and lower limits 
9£ the pi term EI/PL2 • 
TABLE Vl 
VALUES USED TO DETERMINE TEST LIMITS FOR EI/PL2 
E I p L 
(pd) (in.4) (lbs,) (iq.) 
El/PL2 
~ X 106 4 500 72 4.63 
3 tC 106 · 85.7 500 120 35,70· 
. . . . . 6 
E for concrete was tak,im as 3 x 10 psi to establish these 
limits. 
P was taken as 500 pounds since aurgener (2) suggested that. a 
suitable loading assumption for simple ,;einforced concrete beam design 
would be a pair of loads of 250 pounds each, Each of these 250 pound 
loads wo1,1ld represent a fo'l,lrth of the weight of ~:me animal. 
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For the lower limit of the pi term EI/PL2 the moment of inertia 
value of four was taken from Table V. Under equal loads smaller 
bending moments witl exist in .short beams than in long beams. For 
this reason, the 72 inch beam length was associated with the mom~nt of 
inertia value of four. The upper limit related the longer beam length 
of 120 inches with the moment of inertia value of 85.7. Values for 
the ratios were computed as follows: 
6 
EI _ 3 x 10 ?S 4 = 4 63 
PL2- 500 X (72)2 • 
El _ 3 X 106 X 85 • 7 = 
rL2 - 500 X (120)2 
35,70 
The lower limit for the model tests was rounded off to four. The 
second value was selected at 12, An increment of·l6 was ui;ed for 
selected third and fourth values which brought the upper value to 44r 
'fhe limits of TIS= L/B were established at nine and 24, Minimum 
tength was estimated at 72 inches and maximum slat spacing i;lt eight 
inches. This suggested the minim~m value of nine for L/B. Minimum 
s1at spacing for a maximum length of 144 inches was estimated at six 
inches. This suggested the ma~im~m value of 24, 
TI = X/L descri~es the position of the loads on the slats as 
6 
related to overall grid length. The limits were determined by estab-
lishing X as close to the center of the grid and as near to the end of 
the grid as possible. Cross tie location restricted these positions 
so the limits were set at 0~17 and 0.46. 
1r 7 describes the number of cross ties per grid ex<;:luding the ties 
i;abricated into each epd of the grid. It ;is a dimens:i,onless pi term. 
Prototypes having a maximum of four ties were considered suitable for 
livestock floor systems. Values·assigned to the pi term, T, w~re 
1, 2, 3, and 4 cross Ues in addition to the two-end cross ties. 
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CHAPTER V 
STRE~GTH. CHARACTEB.;ISTICS · QF PLASTER OF PAR:j:S 
The. workabili~y of dif hrent grades of plastet; was evalµated by 
casting gdd 1;1pecimens for preliminary tests, ;Plaster of Paris·and' a 
· ~lding pla!iiter called. Barga Lucca were· cqmpared. Barga Luc:;ca is manu-
factur~d by National Gypsum Company of Dallas, TexAs, Plaster of Paris 
was. found to have an extremely shprt setting t;lme. When large quanti-
t;i.es were mixed, the setting time was shorter than.when smailer 
quantities were mixed, Tn:ts was a ser:1-ous lipiil:atic;m since it was 
des;lrable to cast several grids from. one batch of plaster, fhis reduced 
the number of tests needed to evaluate.E and Gsince one series of 
these tests would px,ovide the needed data for the several grids made 
troJn each batch. The lack of workab;i.U.ty of plaster of Paris made it 
· necessary to eliminate :i,t as a 1:11odeling ~aterial. :Qarga 1,ucca was 
selected in pl~ce of the plaster of Paris beca1,1se tests indi,cated that 
it had a desirable setting time. Adequate time was available to 
thoro1,1ghly m;i.x the pl•ster and work it to permit· ah' bubbles t.o escape 
i 
before the ca.stings we-re poul;'ed. 'Its che1nical compositipn is similar 
t;o plaster of J;'-a:rh. 
Strain.Measurement at To~ and Bottom ot Be,ui 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
A series of; tests were carried o.ut to verify that the Bargcil Lucca 
plaster models would exhibit a relations~ip'in which the compt;essive 
stJ;"ain- at the top of a beam would equal the tension strain at the 
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bottom under concentrated loads. This would indicate that the modulus 
of elasticity would be the same for tensile and compressive stresses 
in the material, To.accomplish this, a single beam was cast of aarga 
Lucca plaster. Its dimensions were two inches wide, two inches deep, 
and 24 inches long. An SR-4 strain gauge having ·a length of one-fourth 
inch was mounted at the center <;>f the top sipe of the beam to measure 
st:;rain along the length of the beam. A second strain gauge was mounte\i 
in a similar manner on the lower s!de of the beam, The beam was loaded 
as shown in Figure 17. 
Loads were applied in increments and the strainsatthe top and 
bottom of the center of the beiam were recorded for each increment!. 
Table VII lists the stress-strain data recorded for the test series. 
The average increase ;i.n strain on the top under a five l'ound lol;ld incre-
ment; for· the three tes.ts was 40 micro inches per inch. The average 
strain increase on the bottom under the five pound increment for the 
three tests was 39,7 microinches per incb. It wl;ls concluded that 
compressive strain at the top of the beam compares very closely with 
the t:ensicm strain qq t;he bottom. ~ased on these result.s, st:ra;i.n 
gauges were llSl":!d on one surface only in subsequent tests. 
Ultimate Strepgth Tests 
Three te.st;s were carried cut to providt;? information for estimating 
the ultimate strength of Barga Lucca plaster when used for modeling. 
Loads were applie<;l to. beams having lengths of 24 inches. in the manner 
illustrated in Figure 18, 
The shear and moment diEirgrams in Figure 18 show that the value of 
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24" 
)!'ig1,1re 17. Loading ,l\.rrangement of Test Beam Used to Ver:i,.fy that Strain 
Gauges on the Top and Bottom of Plaster Beams Yield 
Read:i,ngs that are Equal but Oppos:i,te in Si~n 
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T~Lt VIl 
REI.ATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPRESSIV~ StRAINS AT THE TOP AND 
t~SION STRAlNS AT THE BOTTOM QF BEAMS MADE 
OF.MODELING.PLAS',l'ER 
T~st 1 Test 2· Test 3 
strain Strain _Strain Strain ·$trdn .Stra:ln 
on on on on on on 
Load Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom 
(Pounds) (microinches/inch) (micro~nches/iqch) (micrpinches/inch) 
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 35 35 35 40 35 40 
· 10 75 7Q 70 75 70 75 
15 . 110 110 110 115 110 110 
20 155 150 · 150 150 150 1,50 
25 195 190 190 190 190 190 
30 240 230 230 230 . 230 230 
35 285 280 280 275 ~75 280 
p p 




figure 18. Beam Loadings Used to ?etermi~e 
Ultimate Stre~s of Pl~ster 
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beams qavi,ng tectangulaJ:' cross sections,· the flexure formt.lla is as 
follows:. 
S · :;; ijC/I 
ws = 1/.6 bh2 
s = 6M/bh2 
N • 9P 
·s ·= 54P/bh2 
The three plaster b~ams that.were tested were loaded until failure 
occurred. The fa~lure load was used to calculate the ultimate stress 
in.b~nding. Table VIII is a record of the test results, 
TAB~E YtII 
CHAUC1ERISTICS OF Bl!;AMS lN·ULTlMATE ST~NGl'H TESj'S 
Test. ~ .h h bh2 p s 
No. (in~) (in,) (s<\ .. ;i,n;) (cu, in.) (pounds) (ps-i) 
l 1 .. 1/4 2 4 5 32 34-? .6 · 
2 1-1/4 2 4 5 33 356,4 
3 · 1 ... 1/2 ~ 4 6 42 378 .,0 
· An ultil'Aate. s·tt'ess of apprci~imately 35.0 pd· was used along with a 
suitable-safety factot to estimate.the safe loads used foJ:' testing the 
pla$ter grid models. The mqdulus ot el~sticity was deteTinined e~peti~ 
mentl!llly for each pla!iter batch. This value along with the work;i.n~ 
streu was used to calculate a sa:f;e·strcatn for each gr;i.d. GJ;"ids were 
loa~er;I up to a point wheJ;"e stt"ain gauge read;i.ng1:1 in the tests·approached 
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Experimental ModulQs of Elast;i.city Determinations 
The modulus of elasticity of (;?ach bat!ch of plaster used to make 
model grids was determined experimentaUy. Simple beams were fabr;i.cated 
from each plast!er batch. Deformation tests were made on these beams 
and the test resulti; were useq. to co,;npyte the modulus of elasticity. 
All test beams were made 24 inches long. Some bei9-ms were supported 
on rollers in st,tch a way that the center of !;he support coincided with 
the end of the beam. The effective length of these beams was taken as 
24 inches. These supports could not be glued securely .to the plaster 
so the support was placed one-eighth inch from the end of the beam. 
This left an effective length of 23,75 inches. 
Figure 19 i11Qstrates the load positions used for testing. 
The expi;-ession fol!' deflection at the ceqter of the beam under the 
loading shown is written: 
Pa 2 2 
d = 24EI (31 - 4a) 
E = -!- P ('lL2 - 4a2 ) 241 X cl y 
Deflection measurements were taken at each end and the center.of 
the beam. .End deflect;i.ons were averaged and the average was subt.racted 
from the center deUection reading to give the actual deflection, 
Loads were applied in the tests in one pound increments from one 
pound up to eight pounds. Deflection readings were recorded for each 
load increment. A linear regression analysis was made {or each beam 
with load plotted on they axis and deflection plotted on the x axis. 
Regression line slope from the linear regression represented the ratio, 





·e .. Q 
Figu1;e 19. ~oad Arr1J1.ngement Used to Test; Single Beams 
toDetermine Modulus of Elasticity of 
Plaster Modeling Mate:da~ 
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FQur beam tests we;re made to serve as repUcations fo;r each batch 
of molding plaster~ . In most cases, tw9 beams were used for t;e~t;i.ng. 
' . . . . 
' ' 
Re-pl;i.cathns wel!'e of:ltained by testing in one positiqn anci t;hen invertipg 
· the beam fo; a second set of test;: data. · D:i,fferent plaster bat;ches are 
ident:l;fied by the prefi~ let;ters in the test; beam.numbers in Tables IX 
and X. · Seven batches of· plaster were used for t4e mode\s. An eighth 
batch is ideQ.tified as batch 'land was used for a prototype grid for 
validating the test result~. 
Table IX records the dimensions of each beam tested and the cal-
culated moment of inertia, Table X records the results of the linear 
regre1:1sion analysis for each test beam. The linear rE,lgression equation 
· is P = 4 + B(d)., where A is the. Y intercept and B h the slope of the 
line.. All linear correlatiop co~fUcieni:s art;! larger i~ magnitude ttian 
0,99 which indicates that tlw relationship l;>etween load and de:l;lection 
closely fits a straight line.· 
An analysis of var;i.ance designed to t:e1:1t for differences between 
t_he va~ues for th(;! modulf of elasticity l>etween beams · in a batch aqd 
between batches .is recorded ;[n Table XI, Calculated F for the :replica-
.tions was 2.86. '.fabula~ed Fat the 9.5 per cent level wa1:1 3,07 which 
indi~ates·that ~here probably was no diUe-.:-ence. between the.values 
betwef;!n replications. Calculated F for differences betw(:!en batches 
was 4.44. Tabuiated F·at the95.per cent level was 2,49 which 
· ind.icates that differences probably did ex:j,st between the values for 
different batches of plaster, 
Since diUei;-ences e~ist;ed·betweep. t;:he e~ght b4tcher;1 of plaster, 
it was necessary to determine a value for the modulus of elasticity 
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TABLE IX 
~CTEaISTICS OF. BEAMS VSED IN MQDUtUS OF· 
ELASfICITY D~TE}U1INAT!ONS 
Test Noment 
Beam Beam· ·Beam Beam of 
Number Width Depth ·Span Inertia 
(in.) (in.) (ip.) (in.4) 
Tll 1.21 1.75 23.75 0.57 
Tl2 l.27 1.75 23.75 0.57 
T21 1.22 i •. 27 23~75 0.21 
T22 1.22 1.27 23.75 0.21 
Gll 1.32 1. 73 23.75 o .• 57 
Gl2 1.32 1.73 23.75 0.57 
G21 1.33 1.49 23.75 0.37 
G22 1.33 1.49 · 23.75 0.37 
NU 1.24 1.29 . 23,75 0.22 
Nl2 1.24 1.29 23.75 0.22 
N3.1 1,27 1.23 23,75 0.20 
N32 1-.27 1.23 23., 75 0·,20 
Pll 1.24 .l ,23 23.75 0.19. 
P12 1.24 L23 23.75 0.19 
P21 l,24 1.24 · 23. 75 0,19 
P22 1.24 1.24 23.75 0.19 
F41 L20 1.21 23.75 0.18 
. F42 1.20. 1.21 24.00 0 .18 
F31 1.24 1.24 24.00. 0.20 
J,'51 · 1 •. 2,5 1.24 .. 24 ,00 0.20 
MJl 1.28 1.22 24.00 O. l9 
~H 1.22 1.28 · 23. 75 0.22 
M21 1..22 1.29. 23.75 · 0.22 
M22 l-22 1.29 23. 75 0.2.2 
D3l l •. 24 · 1.46 . 23. 75 0,32 
D32 1.24 . 1.46 24.00 0.32 
Dll 1.05 1~23 24.00 0~16 . 
:Pl2 1.05 . l-~23 23.75 0,16 
~21 1.23 1.23 23,75 Q.19 
B31 1.19 1.23 .23, 7'!> 0.18 
BU 1.18 l,22 2~.75 O .18 
Bl2 l,l8 L22 ·. 23 .75 0,18 
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TABLE X 
LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES OF LO.AP VERSUS DEFLECTION 
. FOR MODULUS OF EL.ASTlClTY DETERMINATIONS 
Modulus 
Test Regression R.egression Linear of 
Beam !iine Line C0rrelation, Elasticity 
Number . Slope Iqtercept Coefficient (psi) 
Tll 783,91 ,25 .998 656,000 
T12 842.56 .23 ,997 705,000 
T21 333.89 - ,04 .997 761,000 
T22 277 ,89 . 21 .994 . 633,000 
Gll 707.57 - . 07 .994 586,000 
Gl2 836.96 .10 ,998 693,000 
G21 516.32 ,.. .16 .998 660,000 
G22 545.66 .05 ,998 698,000 
Nll 315. 27 .15 ,998 680,000 
Nl2 332.82 .16 .999 718,000 
N31 323. 73 .05 ,999 785,000 
N32 328.14 .09 .999 795,000 
Pll Ji2,89 .01 .999 766,000 
Pl2 314. 72 ..: . 03 .999 771,000 
P21 298.82 .00 .999 727,000 
P22 306.83 .04 .999 746,000 
F41 271.67 -.02 .999 725,000 
F42 280,09 .03 ,999 774,000 
F31 314.86 .oo .999 787,000 
F51 320.47 ,02 .999 . 800,000 
M31 312,09 "',04 .999 787,000 
Mll 343,00 .05 .999 755,000 
~1 349,96 -.20 .999 764,000 
M22 333.44 .07 .999 728,000 
D31 387.45 .03 ,999 ,569,000 
D32 424.56 -.04 ,999 645,000 
Dll 233,59 .01 .999 704,000 
Dl2 252.88 .06 ,999 736,000 
B21 276.92 - ,03 .999 686,000 
B31 244,03 .14 ,998 634,000 
Bll 278.97 ... 01 .999 738,000 
Bl2 266 .51 .01 .999 705 ,ooo ·, 
for ~ach ~la~t~r bat~h to use to evalqate t~e p:j. ~erms in the grid 
model ~ests. 
tABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MODULI OF 11,:LAS'l'IQ:i:TY FOR FOUR 
~l?LICAT~ONS·QF EIQHl' BATCHES.OF JiOLDING PLAS'.l'ER 
Degrees of 
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·~ource Freedom Sum of Squares ~an Sq4ares F 
Replications 3 15,904,000,000 5,301,333,300 2.86 
l'J.;eatnients 7 . 57 ,s.52~000,000 8,221,714,200 4.44 
Error 21 38,805,000,000 1,847,8,57,100 
Total 31 
No di£ ferc:mces we:i;:e found by the analysis of variance bet'(,letn 
replications within batches. · A value of modulus of elasticity reprer-
sentative of each plaster bat;ch was selected using the data from the 
four replications for each .batch. 
One method of selectip.g the v1;1lue of modulus of.ell;lst;icity for 
eac1' batch would bl;,! to take an arithmet:j.c average of the four replicated 
values. 
A secon.d met;hod could be used :i.t ·the conUguration of each test; 
beam w~re the same. . In thh metho(;l, all test data for each plaster 
.batch could be subjected to ,11 single. linear regress;lop. analysis in 
·· whic~ load would be plotted op. the y axis and deflection qn the x axh. 
Substit"tJting the slope of the 1i1;1e dete1;mined in th;i.s analysh in the 
deflection equation for th~ beam ~how1;1·1n Figure 19 would provide an 
' ' 
estimate' of the val1,1e · of · the modulus of· elasticity. · 4 modification of 
the second method was selected for these teats s!i.nce the character~. 
istics of each test beil;lm were different. L.walil either 23.75 inches 
or 24 inches. · The molijents of inertia varied. · 
The modi{ication used in the analysis was to adjust beam ~har~ 
acteristics to standard c::.ondit;i.ons •. Standard ~earn c;haracteristics 
were selected at I equal to Q.25 inches4 and L equal to· 24 inches. 
nenections were computed for each of the four E values using 
P values ranging from one to eight pounds in increments of one pound. 
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A li.t;lear regression analysis was developed qsing the P and deflection 
J>elationships for all four replications at one time. The slope of 
the line from· this regresSion was µ.sed to compute an E value for.the 
composite of the plaster. batcl:}. This procedure was repeated for each 













· LIN~R aEGRESSION ANALYSIS OF. LOAD VERSUS DEFLECTlON 
.. FOR MODVLUS Of Ei.AS~ICITY ~OR REPLICATIONS 
COMBINED FOR EACH BA!CU OF PLASTE~ 
Regress:lon Re~ression ~inear 
Modulus 
of 
··Line Line. Correlation Elastici~y 
Slope ·Intercept Goef ficiet;lt (pt3i) 
341.25 .05 .988 . 669.,764 
326.05 ,06 .988 639,919 
370,27 .05 .990 726,612 
382.17 .01 .999 750,072 
389.9~ .02 .997 765,333 
384.62. .01 .998 754,879 
319 .04 .11 .976 626,174 
34~ .64 ', . .03 .993 678,372 
0 
Experi~ental Shear Modulus Determinqtions 
The shear modulus for each batch of plaster used for models was 
determined experimentally. Single beams were deformed in a torsion 
test machinE;!, Data on loads applied and angle of twist;: were used to 
evqluate the shear modulus of the molding plaster. 
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One end of each test beam was clamped into the stationary base of 
the torsion test device developed for these experiments. The other 
end was claniped to the part of the device tj:1.at included the lever arm 
for applying the torque. Two mirrors we:i;e glued on one side of the 
beam along it;s longitudinal center line. They were spaced 18 inches on 
center and each was the same distance from the ends. Light projected 
crossed hair lines from each of the two slidE;! projectors i:lnd each set 
was focused on the appropriate one of the two.mirrors glued to the test 
beam. The projectors werG) t;!hen refoc1,1sed so that the cross hairs were 
reflected from the mirrors to a panel·behind the projectors. The 
cross hairs were brought into focus on measuring scales on the panels. 
Torques applied to one end of the test beam caused a twisting 0f 
the qeam. One mirror rotated more than the other. The difference 
between the two rotations was taken as the total rotation of the 
18 inch·length of beam between the two m:Lrro:i;s. 
Figure 20 illustrates the chatacterisdcs of the change in the 
ang~e of a beam·of light teflec;ted by a mirror as the mirror is 
rotated. 
r = i 
r' = i' 
i' = i + 8 = r' 
ROR' = r' - ( r .,. 8) = ;i. ' - ( :i, 8) = (i + 8) - ( i - B) = 28 
LIGHT SOURCE ( S) 





( M 1 ) (M) 
Figur~ 20, Chara~terhtics of the Ch~nge in the ~gle of a ijeam of 
· light Reflected by a Mirror as the Mi1;ro:i;- is ltotated 
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This indicat;:ed that the apgle measured by the reflected light will 
equal two. times the angle of rotation of the beam. 
Angles were coµi.pµted by measuring the movement of the reflected 
cross hairs on the measuring scales on the panel behind the projectors. 
lhe distance from the reflecttng mirror to the measuring scale was 
measured. From these two dimensions, the angle was computed. Rotation 
of the m;lrrors on the beam was computed by dividing the reflected 
angle by two. The difference between the rotations at the two mirrors 
was taken as the twist in the 18 inch·section of beam between the 
mirrors. 
Torsional moment of inertia was computed using the formula: 
. 16 b 
J = 1/16(3 - J.36 h (1 
b4 . 3 
12h4) )hb 
where bis the short dimension and his the long dimension of the beam 
cross section. 
The expression for computing rotation for a bar is written: 
· TL 
9 = GJ 
where Tis the torque. Applied torque, beam length, torsional moment 
of inertia, and 9 were determined for each t~st. The shear modulus (G) 
was computed using the expression G = T/9 (L/J). 
Table XIII records the cross sectional dimension of each beam, the 
distance from the mirrors to the meai,uring scale, and the computed 
torsional moment of inertia. 
Torques w~re applied in the tests in f:iv~ inch pound increments 
from five inch pounds up to fifty. inch pot,mds .. The angle of twist was 
.recorded for each load increment. for the small angles measl,lred in 
the tests, the angle in radians was considered as equal to the tangent 
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TA6LE XI+I 
C~CTERI~TICS OF BE.AMS VSED IN 
SHEAR MODULUS DETERMINATIONS 
Test Beam B~am 
Torsion~! 
~ment of 
Bea,m Width Depth Radius In~rtia 
Number (in.) (iri.) (in.) (in.4) 
TU 1.22 1.27 239 0.33,5 
Tl2 1.22 1.27 239 0.335 
r2i 1.27 1.75 239 0.664 
riz 1.27 1.75 239 0.664 
Gll 1.33 1.49 239 0~552 
Gl2 1.33 1.49 239 0.552 
G21 1.32 1.73 239 0.712 
G22 1.32 · 1.73 239 O. 712 
Nll 1.24 1.29 239 0.357 
Nl2 1.24 1.29 239 0.3,57 
N21 1.24 1.25 239 0.339 
N22 1.24 1.25 239 0,339 
. Pll L23 1.24 239 0,328 
Pl2 1.23 1.24 239 0.328 
P31. 1.24 ·1.25 239 0.337 
P32 1.24 1.25 239 0.337 
F41 1.20 1.21 239 0.298 
F42 1.20 1.21 239 0.298 
F31 1.22 1.23· 239 ,' O .314 
· F51 1.24 1.25 239 0,33,5 
· Bll 1.18 .1.22 239 .0,292 
.Bl2 1.18 i.22 239 0.292 
B21 1.23 1.23 239 0.323 
B31 1.19 · 1,23 239 0.297 
D31 1.24 1.46 239 Q.451 
D32 ·1.24 1.46 239 0.451 
Dll 1.05 1,23 239 0.229 
D12. 1.05 . 1.23 239 0.229 
M31 1.22 1,28 239 0.344 
Mll 1.22. 1.28 239 0.344 
~l 1.22 1.29 · 239 0.345 
M22 1.22 1.29 239 0.,345 
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of the angles. The m!:!asured movement of the reflect,ed beam was divided 
by the distaqce from the measuring scale to the mir1;or. This angle 
wa51 divided by two to give t:he angle of rotation of the beam. For 
each load increment, these determinations were made for each mirror 
and the two values subt;racted to give the rotation of the 18 inch 
section of beam. 
· A linear regression analysis was made for each set of beam data 
with torque plotted on they axis and beam rotation on the x axis. 
Regression line slope from the linear regression represented the ratio 
T/9. This ratio was substituted into the equation for the shear 
modulus calculations. 
Table XIV records the results of the linear regression analyses 
along with the shear modulus for t:iach beam.· The linear regression 
equation is T =A+ B(9} where A is the Y intercept and Bis the slope 
of. the line. All correlation coef:f::i,cients are largei;- in magnitude 
t~an 0,99 and most are larger than 0.999 which indicates that the 
relat;:iqnsqip between torque and. rotatiop <::losely fits a strdgJ:it line. 
As with the modulus of elasticity tests, fo1,1r beam tests were 
made to serve as repHcations for each batch of molding plaster. 
'.the batches are identified by the prefix letters in the test beam 
numbers i.n 'fables ,XIII and XIV, In most cases; the same.beams were 
used for the tests to qetermine shear modulus as were used in thta 
modulus of elasticity tests. • l'last;:er batch T used for the prototype 
.was again· included. 
The analysis of variance designed to test for difforences between 
the vah,1es for shear moduli between beams in a batch and between batches 
is recorded in l'able XIJ. Calcµlated F for the repgcations was 2 .61. 
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TABLE XIV 
LINEAR REGaESSION ANALYSES OF ~ORQUE (IN POUNDS) VERSUS 
ROTATION (RADIANS) FOR SHEAR MODULUS PElER,MINAlIONS 
Test Regression Regression Linear Sh~ar 
Beam Line Line Correlation Modulus 
Number Slope Intercept Coeffic;:ient (psi) 
Tll 5,931 -.03 .999 318,000 
Tl2 5,896 .28 .999 317,000 
T21 12,395 1.24 .999 336,000 
T22 13,443 -1.50 .993 364,000 
Gll 9,457 - .45 .999 309,000 
Gl2 9,485 .96 .999 310,000 
G21 ll ,422 ,62 .999 289,000 
G22 ll,772 1,18 ,999 298,000 
Nll 7,006 .93 .999 353,000 
Nl2 7,006 .52 .999 356,000 
N21 6,669 .59 .999 354,000 
N22 6,786 -.36 .999 360,000 
Pll 5,977 -.01 ,999 328,000 
Pl2 6,188 ,,26 ,999 350,000 
P31 6,538 -.26 .999 349,000 
P32 6,575 -.44 .999 351,000 
F41 5,268 .84 .999 319,000 
F42 5,281 , 29 ,999 319,000 
F31 6,280 .07 .999 360,000 
F51 6,ll2 ,32 ,999 328,000 
Bll 4,825 .04 .999 298,000 
Bl2 4,863 ,47 ,999 300,000 - -·-
B21 5,290 - .03 .999 295,000 
B31 4,858 .07 .999 295,000 
D31 7,250 -.56 .999 289,000 
D32 7,219 .41 .999 288,000 
Dll 3,955 -.12 .999 311,000 
Dl2 3,944 -.06 .999 310,000 
M31 6,160 .44 .999 323,000 
MU 6;239 .33 .999 326,000 
M21 6,421, -.21 .999 335,000 
M22 6,499 .99 .999 339,000 
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Tabulated F at the 95 per cent level was 3 .07 which indicates th.at 
there probably was no diff~rence between the values between replica-
tions. Calculated F for differences between batches was 14.17, 
Tabulated Fat the 95 per cent level was 2,49 which indicates that 
differences probably did exist between values for shear modulus for 
·different batches of plaster. This is s;i.milar to the results from 
modulus of elasticity tests. 
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF saEAR MODULI FOR FOUR REPLICATIONS 
OF EIGHT BATCHES OF MOIJ)ING PLASTER 
Source 
Degrees of 
Sum of Squares Mean of Squares Freedom F 
Replications 3 1,074,300,000 358,100,000 2.61 
l'reatments 7 13,602,200,000 1,943,171,400 14 .17 
Error 21 2,878,400,000 137,066,660 
. Total 31 17,554,900,000 
.· Since differences .existe~ between the eight batchei. of plaster, 
• I c 
it was necessary to determine a value for the shear modulus for eac;h 
plaster .batch to use to evaluate the pi terms i.n the grid model tests. 
A.$· with the ,;nodulus of elasticity determinat;i.ons, no differences 
were found by the analysis of variance between replications within 
batches. ·A value of shear modulus represl;!ntative of each plaster 
batch was sel.ected using the dat:;a from the four replications for each 
batch. 
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One method of selecting the value of shear modulus for each batch 
would be to take an arithmetic;: average of the four replicated values. 
A second method outlined under determinations of modulus of elasti-
city could be used i:l; the copfigµration of each test beam were the same. 
In this method, all test data for each plas~er batch could be subjected 
to a single linear regression analysis ;i..n which torque would be plotted 
an they axis and angle of twi!;t on the x ~xis. Substituting·the slope 
of the line detetll\ined in this analysis in the equat;i..on, G;::: T./9 x L/J 
would provide an estimate of the value of shear modulus. 
I\ modification of the second method was selected for th~se tests 
since the characteristics of each test beam were different. The mod;i..fi-
cation used in the analyi,is waf:l to adjust beam characteristics to 
standard conditions. Standard beam characteristics were select:ed at 
J equal to 0.35 inches4 and L equal to 18 inches. 
+orques were computed for each of the four G values using T values 
rang;i..ng from five to 50 inch pounds ;i..n increments of five inch polmds, 
Alinear regression analysis was dji!veloped using the torque and angle 
of twht relationships computed fol;' all four replications at one time . 
. The slope of the line from this regression was t,1sed to compute a 
G va~ue for the composite of the plaster batches by using the equation 
G ... T/9 ;x L/ J. . This procedure was repeated for each of the eight 
batches·of plaster. T.;tble XVI records these values. 
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TABLE XVl 
LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS.OF TORQUE (INCHES-POUND$) 
VERSUS ROTATION (RADIANS) F9R SHEAR MODULUS FOR 
. REPLICATIONS C.OMBlNED :FOR EACll BATCH 
Test; Rcagre$sion Regre$sion Lineal;' ·~hear 
Batch Line Line Cori'.elation Modulus 
Numbe.r · Slope Intercept. Coefficient (psi) 
T 6,379 ,39 ,993 328,074 
G 5,827 .11 · ,998 299,681 
N 6,916 .01 ,999 355,705 
p 6,627 .09 ,998 340,824 
F 6,361 .30 .995 3'l,7 ~ 177 
M 6,417 .05 .999 330,039 
D 5,779 .17 .997 297~235 
B .5,772 .01 ,999 296,870 
CUAPTER VI 
DESIGN OF G,RID WOPELS 
Molding plaster grid models were d~signecJ to have pi term values 
fall in the ranges el:!tablished for prototype grids. l'able XVII lists 
the values for the models. These valu.es compare very closely with the 
values established for prototypes that are listed in l'able IV. 
Table XVIII lists the characteristics of the models used to provide 
the pi term valu~s listed in Table XVII. A total of four variations 
in each pi term was designed int;:o the model st;udy. 
The modul\J,s of elasti.d,ty of plaster of Paris was assumed to be 
l x 106 pounds per squlilre inch as reported by Hettnyi (5). Roark and 
Hartenberg (15) reported .a Poisson's ratio Qf O .1 for plaster of Paris. 
Using this data, aq. assumed shear modulus, G, was computed. 
E 
G:;: ------2(1 + J.I) 
1 X 106 _ 
= 2(1 + 0.1) - 454,545 
G was rounded to 4 ,5 ~ 105 f.or the purpos~ of designing the models. 
Moment of inertia~ l;, was assumed to be described by the formula 
I= 1/12 bh3 where bis the base wif;lth and his the height of the 
beam cross section, 
l'orsioµal moment of inertia, J, was assumed to be described by the 
formuJa J = 1/16(16/3 - 3.36 b/h (l - b4/12h4))hb3 where b is the 
. short dimension and h is the long dimension of the beam crpS!:i section, 
Values for the pi term, EI/GJ ,. were established for the p-,:ototype 











Pl TERI-1 VALUES REQQIRED.IN PLASTER OF PARIS GRID MODELS 
FOR PJU;DICTlNG STRAIN AND DE}i'LECTION PI TERMS 
EI EI L 7T X 7T 7T3 --·, 7T 4 = 'fi:2 7T =ji =1 = T - GJ .5 6 7 
(1T3)1 = 0,72 
(1T3)2 = 1.32 1T = 12 if = 16 if6 = 0.46 n' =2 (1T3)3 = 2,13 4 5 7 
(1T3)4 = 4,12 
(,r4)1 = 4 
(1r4)2 = 12 -
'11:3 = 1.32 7T = 16 7T = 0.46 Tf 7 = 2 (1r4)3 = 28 5 6 
(1r4)4 = 44 
(ir5\ = 24 
- (1r5)2 = 16 -
1T3 = 1.32 1T4 = 12 1T6 = Q.46 Tf = 2 (1r5)3 = 12 7 
(7T5)4 = 9 
(1r6)l = 0.46 
- - - (7T6) 2 = 0.38 -
1T3 = 1.32 7T4 = 12 7T = 16 Tf7 = 2 .5 (7T6)3 = 0,29 
(Tr6)4 = 0,17 
(1T7)1 = l 
- - - p·7) 2 = 2 1T = 1.32 Tf4 = 12 7T5 = 16 7T6 = 0.46 3 (7T ) = 3 
( 7T~)! = 4 
-TABLE XVIIl 
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASTER GRID MODELS .REQUIRED FOR PI TERMS LISTED IN XABLE. XVII 
Slat - Slat:.· Grid Slat 
Width ~pth Length Spacing 
Grid E G b _h I J !Dad L B 
Number- (psi) (psi) (in.) (in.) (in.4) -(in.4) (lbs.) (in.) (in.) 
Al l X 10: 4.5 X 105 . 1.50 0.50 . 0.02 0.05 1.1 28 1.75 
A2 -1 X 10 4.~5 X 105 · 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
A3 1 X 106 - 4.5 X 1~ LOO 1.50 0.28 . -0.29 40.8 24 1.50 
M 1 X 106 4.5 X 10 0.75 1~75 0.33 0.18 48.J 24 1.50 
· Bl 1 X 106 4.5 x· 10; 1.25 1.25 0.20 o .• 34 88.5 24 1.50 
B2 1 x 10~ 4.5 X 105 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
BJ 1 X 106 4 .• 5 X 105 l.2:S ],.25 0.20 o .• J4 12.6 24 1-.50 
B4 l X 10 4.5 X 10 l.25 - 1.25 0.20 0.34 8.0 , 24 1.-.50 
Cl 1 X 10: 
. 5 
1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 13.1 36 1.50 4.5 X 105 
C2 _ 1 ·x _106 4.5 X 105 1.25 1.25 · 0 •. 20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
CJ 1 X 10 4.5 X 105 ·1.25 1.25 0.20 - 0.34 52.5 18 1.50 
C4 1 X 109 . 4.5 X 10 1.25 1.25 0 .• 20 0.34 - 52.5 18 2.00 
Dl i X 10: 5 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 4.5 X 105 
D2 1 X 10 _ 4.5 X 105 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
DJ 1 X 10~ 4.5 X 10 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
D4 1 X 10 4.5 X 1-05 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 l.50 
El 1 X 10: 4.5 X 105 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
E2 1 X 106 _ 4.5 X 105 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 
E3 i X 10 4.5 X 105 1.25 1.25 0.20 0.34 29.5 24 1.50 



















































4 ,12. This pi t;.erm was varie<;l. tor each of the four mo<;l.els by using 
differept cross sec~ion con;figuraUons for slats in each of the four 
mocJels, Other pi terms were held, copstant. 
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The range of values for the pi term, EI/PL2 , was the same for the 
prototype and the models. Other pi terms were held constant;. The gricJ 
model used for test: A, (1r 3) 4, was used in test series B to vary (1r 4\, 
(1r4 ) 2 , (1T4) 3 , and (1r 4 )4 • Variation was achieved by Vf!rying P. 
The range of values for the p:i. term, L/B, was the same for the 
prototype and models, To hold other pi terms constant and yet vary 
L/B, the grid lengths were adjusted. P was adjusted in the term EI/PL2 
and X was adjustecJ in the term X/L to hold these two pi terms consta;nt 
while varying L/B, 
The range of values for the pi term, X/L, was the samE:l for the 
protQtype and models, Here again ~he model used in test A, (1r 3 ) 2 , 
was used in test series D to vary (7r 6)1' (7r 6) 2, ('11' 6 )3 , and ('11'6) 4 . Thi.s 
was·similar to the procedure used in test series B. This he~d the 
other p;i. terms constant,· X/L was varied by placing loads at d,iffe,;ent 
positions on the slats. 
The range of values for the pi term, T, was the same for the 
prototype and models, ~del grids were made having 1, 2, 3, and 4 
cross ties. Other pi terms were held constant. 
All strain and deUection measurements were takep at the center 
of each slat in the grid. The· SR-4 paper backed· foil gal).ges were 
attached to each slat in this position, They were attache<l ~o only 
one surface of each slat Bi.nee preliminary tes~s indicl;lted that straips 
were approximately equal in magnitude and opposite in sign o;n th,e top 
and bottom s4rfaces of plaster beam!:!, 
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All ·grids but two l\ad no cross ties at the center point of the 
grid. In-those grids having eras$ ties at the center, it was assumed 
that bending was not inUuenc~d at that point by tl;).e junct:ion of the 
cross ties • 
. In t;he two grids having croiss ties at tJ:,.e centet;', four stt;"ain 
· gauges were placed on each slat at·point$ away from the cross tie 
junctions. l'he four strains on each slat were used in a regression 
analysis. The regressi,on equation was µ$ed·to ext;r$polate the ~train 
to the center of the grid • 
. Figure 21 illustrates the characterbtics of the grid models. 
Grid width equals 38 + b. Three grids were modified to provide one 
with· one CJ:"oss tie., a• second with· three cross ties, and a· third with 
four cross ties. 
Testing Series fo'X' Stra.:in 
Table XIX· lists .the charact~ristic~ c;,£ th.e m~del g~;i.ds used in 
. . ' ' 
. the .testi; for strain. · A d:i.f ference exists between th~ assumed . values·. 
·. for· E and G as. list~d :ln Table_ XVIII and those actually obtained with 
the mold:i;ng pla$ter. Plastetr batch identif;ication_letters correspond 
to those in Tables x;n l:lnd :XVI. The configurations of the modeh 
actually useg compared well with those established in Table XVIIL 
The val1,.1es of the pi terms that res1.1lted from the characteristics 
· usted. in Tfible XIX conform to those in Table XVlI with two except tons, 
· One exception was in the. val-µ~s of EI/GJ.. In· the strain tests, 
they ~ere set at 0.74, 1.22, 2 •. 06, and 3.87, .The difference between 
these values .and th~se listed iri Table XVII is. due to the difference 
between the ·assui:ned and act;ual values -of E ap.d G. 
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S~de View 
·. Figure 21. . Diagrl!lni of Grid Model 
Grid Plaster E 
Number · Batch· (psi) 
Al F 765,333 
A2. D 626,174 
A3 G 639,919 
Al+ G. 639.,919. 
Bl I>_ 626',174 
B2 D 626,174 
B3 ·D. 626,174 
B4 D· 626,174 
Cl N 726,712 
C2 D 626,174 
C3 F 765,33:l 
£4 B 678,l72 
Dl D 626,174 
D2 D 626,174 
DJ D 626,174· 
D4 Jj :626; 174 
El N 726,712 
E2 D .626,174 
.El N 726,712 
E4 p 1so;on 
TABLE XIX 
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASTER GRID·MODELS USED FOR STRAIN EXPERIMENTS 
Slat illat Grid 
Width Depth Length. 
t.; b h I. J Load L 
(psi) (in.) (in.) (in.4) (in.4) (lbs.) (in.) 
327,177 1.51 0.5.1 0.02 o.os 1.3 28 
297,235 l..25 1.22. 0.19 0~33 11.1 24 
299~681 1.00 1.51 · 0.29 . 0.30 26.6 24 
299,681 -0.75 1.72 0.32 · · 0.18 29.5 24 
297,235 1.25 1.22 0~19 -{l .33 51.4 24 
297,235 1.25 1.22 0.19 0.33 17.1 24 
297,235 1.25 · 1.22 -0.1~ 
.. 
.. 0.33 4.7 24 
.. 297~235 . 1.25 1.22 0.19· -0.33 2.1 24 
. 355,705 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 9.3 36 
297,235 1.25 1.22 0.19 ·0.33 17 .1 24 
327,177 1.25 1.23 6.19 0.33 38.2 · 18 
296,E70 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 34.2 18 
297,235 1.25 1.22 0.19 0.33 17 .1 24 
297,235 1.25 · 1.22 0.19 0.33 17 .1 24 
297,235 1.25 1.22 0~19 0.33 17.1 24 
297,235 . 1.25 1.22 0.19 0.33 17 .1 24 
355,705 1.25 1.23 0.19 0.33 20.4 24 
297 ,235_ 1.25 1.22 0.19 0.33 17 .1 24 
355.,705 1.25 1.23 0.19 0.33 .20.4 · 24 
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A second exception w~s in the values of El/fL2 . ~n the strain 
tests, t:hey WE;!re set at 4, 12, 44, and lOO. The upper value in 
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Table XVII.is 44. For the strain tests, this uppet value was extended 
to 100 because it was convenient; to di;, and it extended the range of 
validity for the resulting prediction equation. This .was done by 
adjusting Pin the pi term EI/PL2 • 
Testing Series for DeUection 
Table XX lists the characte1;:i.stics of the model grids used in the 
tests for deflection. As with the gr:i.ds used for strain tests, the 
assumed values for E and Gas tisted in Table XVIII are different from. 
those actually obtained w:i.th the molding plaster. Plaster batch 
identif:i,cation letters correspond to those in Tables XII .and XVI. The 
configuration of the models actually used compared well with those 
establisheq in Table XVIII. The pi terms that resulted from the char-
acter:Lstics. listed in l'able XX conform to those in Table XVII with one 
exce11t;l.on. 
The exception h in the valu,e of .El/GJ. In the deflection tesi:s, 
these values were SE;!t at 0;74, 1.34, 2.06, and ,3.87, ln the other 
t.es!: series, thh pi term was held constant at 1.34. The difference 
betw~en these values and those li.sted in ';rabie X.VII is due to the 
differences between the assumed and actual values of E and G. 
Grid for Validating Prediction Equations 
. A large plaster grid was tested and test data were compared to 
values computed from prediction equations. The comparison was made to 
validate the prediction equat;i.ons. 
Grid Plaster E 
Number· Batch (psi) 
Al F 765~333 
Kl. M 754,879 
.A3 G 639,919. 
M G 639,919 
Bl M 754,879 
B2 M 754,879 
BJ M 'l.54,879 
B4 .M 754,879 
Cl N 726,712 
.C2 M 754,879 
C3 F 765~333 
C4 B 078,372 
DI M 754,879 
D2 M 754,879 
D3. M .754,879 
D4 M 754,879 
El N 726,712 
E2 M· ·. 754,879 
E3 N 726,712 
E4 p 750,072 · 
TABLE xx 
c;HARACTERISTICS OF PLASTER GRID MODELS USED FOR DEFLECTION EXPERIMENTS 
.Slat .. Slat Grid 
Width Depth Length 
G b h I .J load L 
(psi) (in.) (in.) (in.4). (i~.4) (lbs.) (in.) 
·327co177 LSD 0.51 0.17 0.05 1.3 28 
330,039 . 1.25 .· 1.24 0.20 0.34 21.7 24 
299,681 · · 1.00 1.51 0.29 0.30 26.6 24 
299;681 0.75. 1.12 0.32 0.18 29.5 24 
. 330,.039 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 65.l 24 
· 330,039 1.25 i.24 0.20 • 0.34 21.7 24 
330,039. . 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34, 9.3. 24 
.330,039 1.25 1.24 0.20 0~34 5.9 24 
355,705 1.25. 1.24 · 0.20 0.34 9.3 36 
330,039 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 21.7 24 
327,177 1.25 1.23 0.19 0.33 38.2 18 
296,870 1.25 1.24 0.20 · 0.34 34.2 18 
330,039 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 21.7 24 
330,039 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 21.7 24 
330,-039 . 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 21.7 24 
330.,039 1.25 1.24 0.20 0.34 21.7 24 
35Y,705 1.25 1.23 0.19 0.33 20.4 24 
330,039 1.25 . 1.24 0.20 0~34 21.7 24 
355,705 1.25 1.23 0.19. 0.33 20.4 24 











































































· ~olding plaster was the. material µsed to fabricate the prototype 
because of :i,ts linear stress,.strain relationship. 'Jlie plasterbatcq 
u,sed to fabricate. the ~rid was identified as T. Table XX lists the 
modulus of elasticity as 669,764 and Table XV:J: lists the shear modulus 
as 328,074 for this plaster. 
The length of the grid was 47 inches and its depth was 2,2 inches. 
The slat width was 2, 2 inches . On cef\ter spacing of slats in the. grid 
was three inches. The grid had four main slats and two cross ties 
in addition to those •teach end. 
The pi term E:J:/GJ was 1,21 and L/B equaled 15.7. 
AN.l\LYSJ;S OF DATA FOR GRID STRAIN TESTS 
Strain measurements using the five test serrie.s in Table XVU are 
tabulated in Appendix A, Appendix A, Table I lists stt"ain measurements 
taken for test series A~ Table XVII in which the independent pi term 
EI/GJ was varied while other independent pi terms were held constant. 
Appendix A, Table II lists strain measurements taken for test series B, 
Table XVII in wh:i,ch the independent pi term EI/PL2 was variecl while 
other independent pi terms·we'J;e held constai\t, ~ppendix A, Table Ill 
lists strain me"ilsurements taken for test 1:1eries C, Table XVII in which 
the independent pi term L/a ~as varied .while other independent pi, 
terms were held constant. Appendix A, Table IV lists strain me~sure~ 
ments taken for test series P, Table XVI! in which the independent 
pi term X/J..was varied while other independent p;i. terms were peld 
constant, Appendix A, Table V U,sts. strain measurements taken for 
test series E, Table XVII inwhicp the independent pi term Twas varied 
while.other independent pi terms were held constaqt. 
Five curves· were plotted using·· data taken from Append:i,.x · A, 
Tables I"."V,· The data plotted represent the strain measurements taken 
on slat one when slat one was lo,;ided. In ea~h,-0f·t;hese figures, the 
function used to describe the i:-eh.tionships b~tween strain and each 
of the five independent p;i. terms are.also plotted. The relatiqnsh:i,.ps 
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of strain t;:o the ;l.ndependent pi terms was simUar tor the ot;l;ler seven 
conditions of load;l.ng foir each case so only one iPustration is shown • 
. Strain Versus EI/GJ 
The effects of EI/GJ on strAin will be influenced by variations 
of EI and GJ separately. One -of these variables cannot be chang~d 
wi~hout changing the other. The value.of EI/GJ will be small if EI 
is small and GJ is lar~e. A small I::l will permit the lpaded slat to 
hf;md to a great extent. The ef feet; ;i.ri the eross ties will be to 
distribute. less of the bending to the unloaded slats. Large values 
·of GJ will tend to nullify the effects of small values of Ei to some 
extent. 
The values of EI/GJ wiU be large if EI is large and GJ is small. 
A large EI will permi,t the loaded slat to hen(:! very Uttle.. The e:j:fect 
in the cross ties wHl be to distribute much of .the benf:'.ling to the 
1.mload~d slats. The small torsional stiffne~s in the slat.s and ties 
w:f,ll not modify the ef;fects 1,>f a· i~rge · _El to ·a very great exteq.t;. 
Strain probably co-uldbeexpected_to dt;1ct;ease· as _El becomes large and 
GJ becomes small, 
· .. This .·effect may not_ b¢ apparent in the test:lng seqµence .since the 
v•~iable ii:"I is· also ;i.nclµded. in the pi. te;rfll· EI/PL'?.. To .v~ry. EI/GJ, 
. EI must be· var;J.ecl .. To hold El/PL2 eonst;~nt, P must be varied as• EI is 
vaiied. For small values of EI/GJ,.Elwill be s~lli )?will be small; 
and the str,iiin can be expecte(jl to b~ smaU. · u the values of. El/GJ 
. . 
· are increased, El, :P, and strain can _be expected to increase . 
. ' ' 
· Experimental data shc;,wiI).g the relationship between strain on 
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Figure,22. 
l 2 3 4 
Relationship Between.Strain on Slat.One and the,pi Term, 
El/GJ, With Other Pi Terms Held Constant; .Load on 
Slat One; Extrapolatin,g-Values of Strain for Values-of 
EI/GJ lei;;s than 0~74 is not Valid. 
The plot illust>;at;es that a linear relationship apparent\y does not 
describe the function. The data did not fall on a straight: line in 
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log-log plots or s~mi.,.log plots, The.data were :fitted to an equation 
suggested by Johnson (7). The form of th~ equat;ionis: 
X y=---+c 
a +bx 
The dat;:a at the p«;>int where y was a minimum were selected as a base 
value for evaluating the eqllation. This point was identified as 
x1 and y1 . The equation at this point ;i,s written:. 
Xl 
If the equation for y 1 is subtracted from the general eq1,1,;ttion, an 
equation can be developed that can be fitted to a cut;"ve by linear 
regression. The development of this equat;:i.on is ,;ts follows: 
X Xl 
= a + bx . a + bx1 
a.<x - x1) = _,......,.........,......, ________ ~ 
(a + bx) (a + bx1) · 
X - x! (a = + bx) (a + bx1) y - Y1 a 
X - xl a2 + 
= 
abx1 + abx 
.. 2 
+b X;Kl 
y - Y1 a 
b . 
If a' =.a+ bx1 and b' = a (a+ bx1) 
X - Xl 
then =a'+ b'x. 
Y - Y1 
Th:i.s h a· linear equation h,;tv:i.ng fouii constants, xl' Yp a', and b', 
a' •nd bt can be evaluated by a linear regression of x - x1 verstis x. 
y -. Y1 
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a and b can be determined after. 1;1' and b' are known by solv:i,ng 
b ' 
a' =a+ bx1 and b' =-;(a+ bx1) ~imulta11,eously for a and b. The 
expt;es~iQns are; 
a'b' 
b =----a' + b'x 1 
(a I )2 
a' +b'x 
1 
C can be evaluated by subst:i,tuting a and bin the equation: 
x1 
El/G:f equals 2.065 but the trend of the curve is ~stabl:i,shed. The 
ei~ht relationships between strain and EI/GJ :j.n this experiment were 
developed.in th:i,s way. 
f ~ d , . h . . . . .EI/GJ ·c·, Coe ,1-icient;:s A, B, an C, for t e equation e = A + J3(EI/GJ) + 
descr:i,bing the relationship betwel:ln·strain and EI/GJ for all eight 













COEFFICIENTS FOR.EQUATIONS RELATING e TO tI/GJ 




. (Slat No.) A B 
l · ,007 - ,014 
1 .0,58 - .088 
1 - .149, .180 
1 -.112 .126 
2 .028 -.047 
2 .015 -.027 
2 .220 - .309 










Therelat:i,onship between strain and the pi term~ EI/PL2 , may.be 
·evalQated :Ln a model test bycoQsideriµg EilL2 a1;1 a constan~ and· 
' 
varying -P. · A small vah,ie for P w~ll r~sult i,n a large value for the 
· pi term, f,1/PI}. .As :P is increased, the vaiue of the pi terni wiU 
decrease. If the modeling material, piaster, demonstrates a·U.nelilr 
stress-st.rain relationship, .the variati('n of stfain and P i;hould be 
linear in the ItJOdel tests. 
. . 2 
As EI/J?L increases, stl."ain sho1,1~d decrease .. 
Experimental data showing the relationship between strain on 
2 . ' . . . . . . 
slat one and EI/PL · with the load on slat «:me are plotted oµ Figure ,23. 
. . .. 
The plot indicates that the data fit the log•log equati.9n of the type 
log y. = log· A + B(log x). Th,e logarithms of the data· we~e · fitted to a. 
straight line b:y litiear regression, ·correlation coefficients.indicated 
. tha,t the data fit well.· Coefficients. A and B for the· equation 
.. e = A(EI/f:{..2)·B, describing the. relat,ionship between strain and E~/PL2 













COEFFICIENTS OF EQU.A,TlONS UI.Al'I~G ~ TO EI/ PI..2 
e = A(EI/PL2)-B. 
toad 
i.ocat;ion . Correlation 
(Slat No.)· A B Cqeffic:i.ents 
.1 1577 .52 1.029 0.996 
.1 1091.12. 0.999. 0.999 
1 1021.72 1.014 o.~998 
1 · ·1009 .ao .l .Oj8 0.991 
·2 ;11?6 .8.2 1.039 .0.995 
2 1686 •. 80 l.,U4 0,991 
2 ll\l.30. l.039 0.996 
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F:i,gure 23 .• .• Rel~tionshi.p Between Straiµ on siat:· One aqd the :Pi Term, . 
EI/)112 ~. Wi,.th Other·· l;'i. Terms IteJd Cpn"tant; LQ~d on 
·. s1,t Qne · 
B in the equation e ~ A(f;I/PI,.2)-B has a value of appraxim4tely 
one for each of the etgb.t equations. ',l'his verifies that plaster 
demonstrates.a linear stress-strain relationship. For any given grid 
E'!/L2 will be. constant. · Sine~ B is negative, the equa.tion ciln be 
written e ~ A(L~/Ef) (l'). This linear form p~ the ~quat;:ion was used 
in the prediction equation, 
Strain Versus LIB . 
CJ;"oss tie length is a function of the slat spacing, B. The bending 
and deflection that is transmitted £rpm t;he loa,;Ied slat to the unloaded 
dat is influenced by the deflection in the cross· ti.1a1s. This deflec-
tion in the cross tie may be expressed· as a function of PL~ /EI, w.here 
L would be a function ,of B. · This is the general expression for 
deflection in a be~. If L is shol;'t, diUer~ntial deflecttion between 
the loa,ded a.nd unloaded slats\.lould be small and the cross tie would 
e:f;fectively trans111it. deflection ilway from the loaded. slat. Moments 
w1:>Uld be. influenced in a si111ilol;lr manner. If. L is long, d;i.f ferential 
deflection betw~en the 16a~ed and unloaded slats·would be large and th~ 
lo~ded slat would de:f;lec;t more· than the unloa.ded slats. Tlle loaded 
slat would ca.-rry greater ~oment than the unloaded dat:.' 
L was held constant in the ,;node\ tests. ·. The pi ter,;n, L/B, was 
varied by varying the slat spacing, B. ~ B increased, the pi term, 
L/B, decreased. 
Expe:rimental data showing t;:he relationship·between strai,n on 
slat one and L/B wit.h the lo~d op slat one are plotted on Figure .24. 
These data were handled iri a manner similar to the data for strain 
versus EI/fL2 since the plot indiciltes that it fits a log-log curve. 
90 
400 1T, = 1768.36 (ff 5 r~940 
300 
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11'5 = L/8 
·Figure 24. Relationship ~etween Strain on Slat One and the Pi 
Term,·. L/B, With Other Pi '1.'erms ijeld Constant; 
Load on Slat Dn!2 
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The correlation.coe;fficient of the regression analys;i.s indicates that 
the data fit the log-log curve. Cqeff;i.cients A and BB for the equation 
e = A{L/B) .. BB, describing the relationship between strain and L/B for 













COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATIONS .. RELATING e TO L/ B 
e = A(L/B)-BB 
Load 
Location 
(Slat No.) A BB 
1 1768.36 .941 
1 1223,27 .933 
l 653.45 , 752 
1 366.87 .569 
2 1207.,31 ,933 
2 1119 .09 ,814 
2 945.99 .8'64 
2 642.12 .748 











As X/L becomes larger, X must ;increase if Lis held constant. As 
· X increases, the loads are moved nearer to the center of the gr;i.d and 
strain at the center should in~rea~e, 
A simple be~ may be used to estimate the possible values of 
·. strain that may be expected to develop as slat one ;i.s loaded. The 
beams designed fQr the grid used to test for the effect of va,;i.ation 
of X had a depth of 1, is inclles, and an I value of O. 2. If E is 
assumed at 1 x 106 psi, two loads Qf 15 pounds each would be required 
to keep lfl;/PL2 constant at i2. An expression for estimating stra:ln at 
the center of slat one when slat one is loaded may be. developed from 
flexure formula.if a dmple !;>earn is assumed, 
Mc 






If equal loads are placed each an equal distance, X, from each 
92 
end of the beam, moment may be expressed as PX where f is the value for 
each of the two loads. 
M = PX 
PXc 
.e = -.-EI 
e = 15(1.25/2) ,, . -6 106(0. 2o) X = 46(10) · ·.x. (:inches/inch} 
or 
46X (microinches/inch) 
Eyaluating 46X and dividing by four .may give an es.timate of the strain 
at the center of one of the fout slats in the grid. 
X:.: 11, X/L = Q.46, 1/4 e = 126 
X = 9, X/L = 0,38, 1/4 e = 104 
X = 7, X/L = 0. 29, 1/ 4 e = 80 
J = 4, X/L = 0.17,· 1/4 e = 46 
Experiment.al data showing the relationship between· strain on 
slat one and X/L with the loa~ on slat one are plotted on F:igµre is. 
I The estimated values were larger than·test data but a simply supported 
beam was assumed fol,' the estimate and the actual grid had partially 
f:Lxed ends on the slats .. The correlation coefficient of the regression 













111 = 3 70. 74 (116) 
r =;967 
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TT&= X/L 
Figure 25. llelat:i,onship Between Strain o~Slat One and the 
P~ Term, X/L, WiJ:h Other Pi Terina Held 




Coefficients A and ij for the equation e = A(X/L) , 
describi,11g the relat;ionship between strain and. X/L .for a.11 ei,ght; 
loading conditip11s, are given in Table ;xx;rv. The values of the expo-
nents of the pi tet'[ll, X/L, indicate that strain is greatest in the 
lc:>aded slat .. The amount of strain transmHted away, f:i;-o[ll the loaded 
slat decreases as the distance away from the loaded slat increases. 
Strain 
'.J;'ABLE.XXIV 
COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATIONS RELATING e TO X/L 
e = A(X/L)B 
Load 
94 
Location Location Correlation 
(Slat No,). (Sla,t No.) A B Coeff:i,cients 
1 1 370,7'4 1.434 0:979 
2 1 201. 79 1,003 0.986 
3 l 166 .17 0.888 o .• 990 
4 1 143,93 o.1a1 . 0.977 
1 t 194. 72 o.~93 0,983 
2 2 305.79 1.325 0~987 
3 2 188.73 1.000 0,993 
4 2 175.88 0.960 Q.986 
Strain Ve:i;-s1,1s T 
Increasing the number i;,f cross ties in a grid niay 1:?e e~pected to 
inc;rease the stiffness of the grid and in t;urn reduce the strd11 at 
the center of the loaded slat. More strain shoµld be transmitted to 
unloaded slats as the number of ties is increased. The Guyon-~ssonnet 
(3, 8, 10, ·14) procedure for analyzing gridi;.indicated that these 
effects might not be great. 
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Figure 26 illustrates the relationship between number of ties and 
grid strain at the center of slat one when loads are applied to slat 
one in t):i.e pos~tion where X/L = 0.46. Strains are measu:t;"ed for loads 
having the magnitude necessary to maintain EI/PL2 constant at 12, 
The data were Htted to a straight line by means of a linear 
regression analysis. The data were fitted to a log-log curve and a 
semi-log curve, but correlation coefficients indicated that ~he linear 
relationship provided the best fit. The general form of the regression 
equation can be written: 
e = A - B(T) 
1,'he linear regression of the data resulted in small values for 
slope, suggesting that the number of c:t;"oss ties may not inflµence grid 
strain. Table.XXV :i,s a split-split plot analysis of variance designed 
to test if differences exist between strains for grids having 1, 2, 3, 
or 4 .cross ties. Table XXVI lists the values of strain used in the 
analysis of variance. 
The calc4lated F value is 15.13 for the differences between grids 
having 1, 2, 3, or 4 cross tiei;. The tabulated value b 4.02 at the 
99 per cent level. This indicates that there probably is a difference 
in the strain pi term at the center of each slat that is due to differ-
ences in the number of cross t~es. It should therefore be included in 
a combined prediction equation. 
Coefficients A and B for the equation e = A - B(T), describing the 
relationship between strain and T for all eight loading conditions are 
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Figure 26. Relationship Between Strain on Slat One and the Pi Ter~, 




ANALYSIS OF VARlANCE FOR GRID STRAIN VERSUS NUMBER OF TIES 
Degrees of Sum of 
Source Freedom Squares 
Load Location (Slat No.) 1 3.00 
Strain Location (Slat No.) 3 13,901.70 
Number of Ties 3 664.10 
(Load Location) X (Strain Location) Interaction 3 5,190.00 
(Load Location) X (No. of Ties) Interaction 3 60.90 
(Strain Location) X (No. of Ties) Interaction 9 511.00 
(Load Location) X (Strain Location) X (No. of Ties) 
Interaction 9 946.80 
Error 96 1,404.90 -






















GRID STRAIN AOV DATA 
Load on Slat 1 Load on Slat 2 
·strain Strain Strain .Strain .Strain Strain Strain Strain 
on on on on on on on on 
Number . Slat Slat Slat Slat Slat Slat Slat Slat 
of Ties Replication 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
on Grid Number - microinches per inch - - microinches per inch -
1 1 124.56 97.00 91.13 78.89 104.23 99.38 90.85 81.49 
1 ·2 118.37 104.02 91.69 75.83 98.75 98.37 87.40 85 .OJ. 
1 3 126.21 99.17 91.46 78.30 106.50 106.02 92.4-0 86 .82 
1 4 113 .40 102.07 89.82 77 .46 99.36 103 .57 100.96 94.61 
2 1 119.58 88.98 86.39 82.68 86.65 110.43 87.37 87.41 
2 2 125.81 91.69 82.57 77 .oo 94.70 114.46 84.46 78.38 
2 3 125.66 89.95 81.14 79.96 85.13 109.91 81.76 81.41 
2 4 123.95 93.84 80.89 71. 77 89.19 109.79 88.41 82.43 
3 1 124.48 99.59 84.22 69.79 97 .71 108.20 87.90 79.73 
3 2 121.61 112.58 85.90 71.56 93.24 101.19 87.94 84.08 
3 3 120.29 98.75 86.69 u, .54 106.46 115.29 95.16 91.80 
3 4 119.86 96.58 82.13 77. 79 100.65 109.88 94.52 91.81 
4 1 110.40 96.23 83.11 80.06 96.93 101. 76 87.78 84.38 
4 2 108 .17 91.45 84.35 83.33 95.13 96.85 90.22 85.16 
4 3 104.00 91.36 81.00 72.70 90. 74 99.04 87.10 82.64 















COEFFICIENTS A AND BAND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR TIJ.E.LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATION e = A - B(T) 




(Slat No.) A B Coef;ficients 
1 128.84 4.21 0.65 
1 99,50 1.12 0.21 
1 90. 75 2.12 o.64 
1 77 ,27 0.11 0.03 
2 99.66 1.40 0.25 
2 107.49 0,85 0,17 
2 91,23 0,63 0.16 
2 86.16 0.44 0.11 
The form of the equation used for combining the five functions of 
the strain pi term by multiplication is given in.Table XXVIII along 
with the calculated values of F('if3 , 'if4 , 'if5 , rr6 , rr7) for the eight con-
ditions of grid loading. F('if"3, 'if4 ~ 1r5 , 1r 6 , rr7) was taken as an average 
of five strain values computed from the five functions of strain that 
were developed from test data. Each of the five strain functions were 
calculated using the value of each independent pi term at; which the pi 
terms were held constant for four of the test series. 
The final form of the prediction equation and the coefficients 
for each of the eight grid loading cpnditions are given in Table XX.IX. 
Regression line intercepts from the log-log plots.were multiplied 
together and then divided by F(fr3 , ir4 , n5 , ir6, ir7) to evaluate the 
coefficient, K1 , 
Eight prediction equations were written for strain, Four were 
written for loads on slat one, and four were written for loa~s on slat 
100 
two. Each. set of four equations was written to predict strain at each 














FORM OF THE EQUATION COMBINING THE FUNCTIONS OF STRAIN AND THE VALUES 
OF F("rr3, n4, "rr5, TI6, n7) FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT CONDITIONS OF 
LOADING USED IN THE TEST SERIES 




F(TI3, n4, n5, n6, TI7) (Slat No.) 
1 127. 71 
1 94.62 
1 86.49 
1 81. 72 
2 94.34 
2 ll9 .03 
















FINAL PREDICTION EQUATION FOR GRID STRAIN AND THE VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS TO 
USE FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT CONDITIONS OF LOADING USED IN THE TEST SERIES 
· EI/~J . 2 -K5 K e = (K1)(K2 + K3 EI/GJ) +·K4)(PL /EI)(L/B) (X/L) 6(K7 - Ks(T)) 
Load 
Location 
Kl K2 ·IS K4 K5 K6 K7 (Slat No.) 
1 3.89 .007 - .014 250.14 .941 1.434 128.84 
1 3.36 .058 - .088 123.95 .933 1.003 99.50 
1 1.98 - .149 .180 80.78 . 752 0.888 90. 75 
1 1.20 - .112 .126 67.52 .569 o. 787 77 .27 
2 . 3 .43 . .028 -.047 137.78 .933 0.993 99.66 
2 2.88 .015 -.027 189.39 .814 1.325 107.49 
2 3.01 .220 - .309 102.58 .864 1.000 91.23 














ANALYSIS OF DATA FOR GRID DEFLECTION TESTS 
Deflection measurements using the five test series in Table XV!! 
are tabulated in Appendix B. ·Appendix B, Table I lists deflection· 
measurements taken for t~st series A, Table XVII in which the indepen-
dent pi term EI/GJ was varied while other independent pi terms were 
held constant. Appendix a, Table II lists strain measurements taken 
for test series B, Table XVII in which the independent pi term EI/PL2 
was varied while other independent pi terms were held cons~ant. 
Appendix B, Table III lists deflection measurements taken for test 
series C, Table XVII in which the independent pi term L/B was varied 
while other independent pi terms were held constant. ·Appendix B, 
Table IV lists deflection measurements taken for test series D, 
"Table X:Vll in which the independent pi term X/L was varied while qther 
independent pi terms were held constant. Appendix B, Table V lists 
deflection measurements taken for test series E, Table,XVII in which 
the independent pi term Twas varied while other independent pi terms 
were held constant . 
. Five curves were plotted using data taken from Appendix B, 
Tables I-V. The data plotted represent the deflection measurements 
taken on slat one when slat one was loaded. The function used to 
describe the relationships between deflection and each of the five. 
independent pi terms were also plotted. The relationships of deflection 
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to the independent pi terms were similar for the other seven conditions 
of loading for each case so only one illustration is shown. 
L/d Versus EI/GJ 
It was shown for the relationship of strain to EI/GJ that strain 
on slat one may be expected to increase as EI/GJ increases. The same 
effect may be expected for the relationship between deflection and 
EI/GJ. This wo~ld cause an inverse relationship between L/d and EI/GJ. 
An analysis of the test grids using the Guyon-Massonnet procedure of 
analysis gave results in which a plot of calcul&ted values would yield 
a curve having a negative slope between EI/GJ = 0.74 and EI/GJ = 3.87. 
Experimental data showing the relationship between L/d on slat 
one and EI/GJ with the load on slat one are plotted on Figure 27. The 
logarithms of the data were fitted to a straight line by linear regres-
sion. Correlation coefficients indicated that the data did not fit a 
log-log curve as well as most other relationships in the test series, 
but correlation coefficients for the log-log curve were better than 
for linear or semi-log plots. Deflections for other loading conditions 
were analyzed in the same way. 
Coefficients A and B for the equation L/d = A(EI/GJ)B, describing 
the relationship between L/d and El/GJ for all eight loading conditions 
are given in Table XXX . 
. The sign of the exponent, B, is negative on the loaded side of 
the grid and positive on the unloaded side. The magnitude increases 
from the unloaded to the loaded side. This has the effect of causing 
the pi term L/d to be smaller on the loaded side of the grid than on 
the unloaded side. 
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Figure 27. Relationship Between L/d on Slat One and the Pi Term, 




COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS RELATING L/d TO EI/GJ, 
OTHER INDEPENDENT PI l'ERMS HELD CONSTANT 
L/d = A(EI/GJ)B 
Load 
106 
Location Location Correlation 
(Slat No.) (Slat No.) A B Coefficients 
1 1 2335.9 -0.142 .524 
2 1 2644.8 -0.073 ,511 
3 1 3042,1 +o.061 .471 
4 1 3446.1 +0.200 . 715 
1 2 2617,9 -0.033 .194 
2 2 2545.0 -0.049 .304 
3 2 - 2798-,2 -0 .013 .090 
4 2 2933.6 +0.027 .171 -
L/d Versus EI/PL2 
To evaluate the effect of EI/PL2 on the pi term L/d, EI/L2 and 
L were considered as being constant. EI/PL2 is then increased as P 
decreases. An increasing EI/PL2 should decrease the deflection. 
Therefore as El/PL2 increases, L/d may be expected to increase. 
Experimental data showing the relationship between L/d on slat 
one and EI/PL2 with the load on slat one are plotted on Figure 28. 
The plot indicates that the data fit: the log-log equation of the 
type logy= log A+ Blog x. The logarithms of the data were fitted 
to a straight line by linear regression. Correlation coefficients 
indicated that the data fit well. Coefficients A and B for the equa-
tion L/d = A(EI/PL2)B, describin$ the relationship between L/d and 
2 
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Relationship Between L/d on Slat One and the :Pi Term, 




COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS RELATING L/ d TO EI/ PL 2, 
OTHER INDEPENDENT PI TERMS HELD CONS TANT 
L/d = A(EI/PL2)B 
Load 
108 
Location Location Correlation 
(Slat No.) (Slat No.) A B Coefficients 
1 1 145.4 1.048 .998 
2 1 174.7 1.057 .999 
3 1 212.8 1.058 .997 
4 1 267.0 1.066 .986 
1 2 169.9 1.069 .997 
2 2 174.3 1.066 .998 
3 2 186.9 1.067 .998 
4 2 198.8 1.067 .997 
Bin the equation L/d = A(EI/PL2)B has a value of approximately 
one for each of the eight equations. This verifies that plaster 
demonstrates a linear stress-strain relationship. For any given grid, 
EI/L2 will be constant. The equation can be written: 
This linear form of the equation was used in the prediction equation. 
L/d Versus L/B 
Cross tie length is a function of the slat spacing, B. The 
equation for the deflection of a simple beam is given as a function of 
PL3/EI. If a function of this type is applied to cross ties of a 
grid, Lis a function of B. If Lis small, differential deflection 
will be small and unloaded slats will deflect nearly as much as the 
loaded slat. If Lis large, differential deflection will be large so 
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the loaded slat will deflect to a greater degree than the unloaded slat. 
If L becomes very large, differential deflection will be very large 
and deflection of the loaded slat should approach that of a simple 
beam. The adjoining unloaded slat should deflect very little. 
As B becomes large, L/B will become small and the deflection on 
the loaded slat should approach the deflection expected in a simple 
beam. Under the same conditions, deflection in the unloaded beams 
should become small which would make L/d large. 
Figure 29 illustrates the relati.onships between L/d and L/B for 
each of the four slats in a grid when slat one is loaded. The curves 
represent the results of a linear regression of test data for each of 
the four cases. Test data are plotted for L/d on slat one when slat 
one is loaded to show the general relationship between the regression 
line and the data . 
. When L/B approaches zero for the case where L/d was recorded on 
slat one .under a load on slat one, L/d should not approach zero. It 
should approach a value similar to that expected for a simple beam. 
A linear relationship gave these results where a log-log plot did not. 
Correlation coefficients were better for the linear relationship than 
for either log-log plots or semi-log plots. For these reasons, the 
linear relationship was selected. 
If the unloaded slats are considered when L/B approaches zero, 
don these slats should become very small and the pi term, L/d, should 
become large. This is partially demonstrated by a linear curve, but 
the effect probably should be greater. The linear regression fits the 
data better than a log-log curve for the reasons given for L/d <;>n 













I: 1\/d'1 On Slot I, Load On Slat I. 
, II II 
2. L/d On Slat 2, Load On Slat I. 
, II II 
3, L /d On Slat 3 1 Load On Slat I. 
II II 
4: L/d On Slat 4, Load On Slat I. 
10 20 
Figure 29. Relationship Between L/d on Each of the Four Slats and 
the Pi. Term, 1/B, With Other Pi. Terms Held Constant; 
Load on Slat One 
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considered adequate for the range of values of L/B from nine to 24. 
-
Coefficients A and C for the equatic;m, L/d = A + C(L/B), describing 
the relationship between L/d and L/B for all eight loading conditions 













COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS RELATING L/d TO L/B, 
Ol'HER INDEPENDENT l?I TERMS HELD CONSTANT 
1/d = A+ C(L/B) 
Load 
Location Correlation 
(Slat No.) A C Coefficients 
1 932.5 67.9 .924 
1 1479.6 52.9 .915 
1 2327.8 · 26.4 .571 
1 3666.1 -19 .9 .199 
2 1291.6 65.5 .878 
2 1436.2 ,57.8 .897 
2 1729.8 49.4 .819 
2 1991.5 41.6 .702 
L/d Versus X/L 
X in the pi term X/L represente the distance from tqe end of the 
grid to the load position. As load placement approaches the center 
of the grid, X/L increases and d should be expected to increase. As 
~ 
X/L increases, the pi term L/d should decrease. 
·An estimate of the values of L/d for different values of.X/L ma,y 
be made by as~u~ing that a .slat acts as a simply supported beam. 
Deflection, can be computed on this basis and the deflection of a slat 
may be considered as being one-fo~rth of the sum of the ~eflections of 
all slats in the grid, For example, the deflection on slat one may 
be estimated when slat one h.loaded for the grid used in this test 
serie~. 
P = 15 
E = l K 106 
I= 0,2 
L = 24 
d = i 5a (~ x 242 - 4a2) 
24 X 106 X 0,2 ~ 
= 3.12 x 10- 6 a(l728 - 4a2) 
a= 11" 
d = 3.12 X 10-6 X 11(1728 - 484) 
= 4.26 X 10- 2 
£ = ! X 4,26 x; 10~ 2 = .0126 11 
4 4 
a =·9" 
d = 3.12 ~ 10- 6 X 9(1728 ~ 324) 
= 3 ,94 X 10- 2 
*:;: i X 3,94 K 10- 2 = ,0098 11 
a = 7" · 
d = 3,12 X 10-6 X 7(1728 - 196) 
= 3,35 X 10- 2 
£;:: .!. X 3.35 X 10 .. 2 = ,0084" 4 4 . 
a= 4" 
d = 3 .. 12 X 10-6 X 4(1728 - 64) 
= 2,08 X l()- 2 




Experimental data showing the relationship between L/d on slat 
one and X/ L wi,th the load on slat; ope lil:re plotted in Figure 30. Wl;l.ere 
X/L equals O .46, L/d was 1940 and 1900 from test data and es.timates 
respectively. . Where X/L equals O ,38, L/d was 2155 and 2450 from test 
data and estimates respectively. Where X/L equals 0,29, Ii/d was 2655 
and.2860 from test data and estimates respectively, Where.X/L equals 
0.21, L/d was 3805 and 4600 :f;:rom test data and estimates respectively. 
The .estimated values followed the trend of the test dat;i. Differences 
between computed values and values from test data may be explained by 
the fact that a simple beam was assumed for the calculations while the 
test slats had end restraints, These data were handled in a manner 
similar to the data for L/d versus EI/PL2 since the plot indicates that 
it fits a log-log curve. The correlation coefficient of the regression 
analysis indicates that the data fitted the log-log curve .. Coeffi-
cients A and B for the eq~ation L/d = A(X/1) 2, describing the t~lation-
ship between L/d and y./L tor a.U eight loading conditions, are given 
in Table ,XXXIII. 
· L/d .Venus T 
Figure 31 illustrates the relatiqnship between the number of cross 
ties in a grid an~ the deflection pi term at the center of Slat one 
when loads are applied at slat one in the position where X/L = 0.46. 
As the number of ties in a grid is ;increased, the stiffness of 
the grid should pe expected to increa.se .. When the stiffness of the 
grid increases, the de;Election on the loaded slat should be expected to 
decrease and the ratio of L/d should be expected to increase. 
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TABLE · XXXIII 
COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS RELATING L/ d TO X/ L , 
OTHER INDEPENDENT Pl; T~QMS HELD CON&TANT 
L/d = A(X/!;.)-B 
Load 
Location Correlation 
· (Slat No.) A ij Coefficients 
1 1141.1 ,679 .. 920 
l 1335.1 . 738 · .986 
1 1552.3 .802 .897 
1 · 1481,2 1.148 .704 
2 1448.4 .635 .• 970 
2 1469,1 ,649 .974 
2 1621.0 .614 .974 
2 1751.3 ,588 ,976 
-0 
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F:i..guJ;"e 31. Relat:ion$hip :Jletween L/d on Slat One ~nd the Pi 'J;'erm, T, 
W:1,th Other Pi Term~ Held <;onstant; Load on Slat One 
loaded slat and cause a greater proportion of the deflection to be 
shared by the unloaded slats. 
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When T is equal to one or. three in Figure 31, a cross tie. :ts 
located at the center of the grid, Tp:(.s coincides with the point at 
which the deflectiop readings were mi:lde in each test .. When l' equals 
two or four, the deflection readings were Q1ade at; the center of the 
grid which is half way between two cross ties located nearest the 
center of the grid. In these tests, load placements occurred between 
the cross ties where defle~tion is Q1easured. Greater deflection 
apparently occurs at the center of the.grid if there is no cross tie 
located at that position. The plot of the data indicates that values 
for the ratio of L/d oscillate frolll high l:o low values between situa~ 
tions where there were cross ties at the center of the grid and where 
there were no cross tieEi at the center of the grid. When no cross 
tie is located at the center of the grid, the slats probably are free 
to bend to a greater degree than if a cross tie does e~ist at the 
center of the slat. 
Rather than attempt to prei;Iict the effectt=.i of the oscillation in 
a final prediction equation, the trend that was indicated l>y the data 
was used. Fitting the data to a strai~ht line by using lirtei:lr regres-
sion analysis woµld provide a. Une that would be very close to the line 
.around •hich the data oscillates. 
Coefficients A and B for the equat:j.on L/d = A - B(T), describing 
the relationship between L/d and T i;or all eight loading conditions, 
are given in Table XXXIV. Thia deflection on slat one apparently 
incretilses slightly under a load on slat one as the number of ties was 
increased. This dc;,es not ag,;ee with the anticipated performance of 
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·th:1.s slat under.load. The con:l=;i.dence iptervals for theslopes of the 
· regression line are given in Table XXXIV., For the cwtve in Figure 40 
the conUdence inteJ;"val ranges from 91,7 to ... 109,4, This would indi-
cate that the negative slope fol" the. lille may have "t"esulted from 
experimental error and that addit:1.onal testing could show a positive 
slope which would agre~ with the e~pected performance of the system, 
The datia .in Table XXXIV aho indicates· that increasing the number 
of ties caused unloaded slats tQ deflect at a greater rate, Th:1.s was 













COEFFICIENTS · FOR EQUA~IONS .. RELATING L/ d to· T , 
. OTJmR INDEPENDENT PI TERMS HELD CONSTANT 
L/d = A • '(T) 
Load Slope 
Location Intercept Slope · ~rre lat ion Confidence 
(Siat· No~) A ij Coefficient Interval 
l 2239,7 8 .88. .042 91. 7 -109,4 
1 2601,0, 32,11 .163 59,6 -123,9 
1 3161, l .62,79 ,347. 17,0 -142.6 
1 3123.0 11(,.62 ,318 47,0 -280.2 
2 ,' · 2638 ,6 28-,21 ;175 47;.o -103.1 
,: 2 2775 .o · 39,80 ·. ,214 4.5,8 -125;4 
2 2982,l 64.04 ,352 16.1 "'144.1 
2 3032,1 53,79 ,334 17,7 -125.3 
The five j;unctions of the deUecti.on pi te~m were combined by 
multiplication~ Combinations by addition and by methods involving 
addition o·f l:!ome terms and multiplication o.f others were evaluated. 
nie CQfflbination l;,y multipitcaUon produced ari equation t;hat best 
desc;:ribed t;he deflect;lon of the prototype usec;i as part of the tel:!t. 
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The ;form of the eqt,1ation used for combining the pi terms by multiplica· 
tion is given in Table~ along with the calculated values of 
J1(1r3, 1T4, 1T5' 1T6' 1r7) for the eight conditions of grid loading. - 1r ) taken as.an average of f;lve deflection values F(1r3, 1T4' 1T 5' 1T6' wa1;1 7 
computed from the five £1,mctions of deflection that were developed from 
test data. Each of the five deflection functions were calcl,llated using 
the value of each independent pi term at which.the pi terms were held 
constant for four of the test series, 
The fin~l form.of the prediction equation and the coefficients 
for each of the eight grid loading conditions are g;i.ven in Table,XXXV!. 
Regression line intercepts from the log-log plot~ were multiplied 
together and then divided by F(1r3 , 1r4 , 1r5 , 'i6, 1r7) to eval1,1ate the 
coefficient, K1, , 
E:i,.ght prediction equations were writtep. for the deflection para-
meter for the same loading conditions used for strain. The equations 
can be adapted to design problems in the same manner as the strain 
equatiop.s are adapted. 
TABLE XXXV 
FORM OF THE EQUATION COMBINING THE FUNCTIONS OF DEFLECTION AND THE VALUES.OF 
F ('ir3, lr4, lr5, lr6., 1f7) FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT -CONDITIONS OF 
LOADING USED IN THE TEST SERIES 
1T = F{1r3,,r4,1T5,ir6,1T7) F(1r3,1i'4,1T5,1T.6,Tr7) F(1r3,1r4,""ii'5,,r6,1T7) F(1r3,1r4,1T5,1i'6,,r7) F(1r3,1r4,1T5,1T6,"i7) 
2 ---- - . 
F(ir3, i'i'4, if 5 ,lf6 '"i7) 
Deflection Load 
Location Location 
F(i3, n4, ;5, ;-6, "i1) (Slat No.) (Slat No.) 
1 1 2036.89 
2 l 2386.60 
3 1 2865 .80 
4 1 3457~24 
1 2 23137 .09 
2 2 2420.20 
3 2 2604.49 















TABLE . X.XXV-1 
FINAL PREDICTION EQUATION FOR GRID DEFLECTION AND THE VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS 
TO USE FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT CONDITIONS OF LOADING USED IN THE TEST SERIES 
L/d = (K1)(EI/GJ)K2(EI/Pt2)(K3 + K4 (L/B)(X/L)-K5(K6 - K7(T)) 
Load 
Location 
(Slat No.) Kl K2 ~ K4 K5 K6 
1 2 .25X10-5 -0.142 932.5 67.9 .679 2239.7 
1 1.90Xl0-5 -0.073 1479.6 52.9 .738 2601.0 
1 1.49Xl0-5 +0.061 2327.8 26.4 .802 3161.l 
1 0 .95Xl0-5 +0.200 3666.l -19 .9 1.148 3723.0 
2 1.98Xl0-5 -0.033 1291.u 65.5 .635 2638 . .6 
2 1.90Xl0-5 -0.049 14J6.2 57.8 .649 2775. 0 
2 l .84Xl0 -5 -0.013 1729.8 49.4 .614 2982.1 













DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Comparison of Predicted 1r1 With Observed 1r1 
Figure 32 is a plot of observed values of 1r1 compared to values 
computed from the prediction equations in Table XXIX. The curve was 
plotted to evaluate the precision with which the experimental data 
taken from the models were described by values computed from the pre-
diction equations. Thirty observed values for strain were selected 
at random from all of the observations made in the tests. The inter-
cept of the regression curve was -1.08 and the slope of the line was 
1.005. The confidence interval on t;he slope ranged from 0.99 to 1.02. 
The correlation coefficient was 0.99. 
Figure 33 is a plot of observed values of 7T compared to values 
1 
computed from the prediction equations for the prototype grid having a 
length of 47 inches, The data plotted are for strain on slat one under 
loads on slat one. Data for the prototype are tabulated in Appendix c. 
'l;'he curve was plotted to evaluate the precision with which the experi-
mental data taken from the prototype were described by values computed 
from the prediction equation. The intercept of the regression curve 
was 1.93 and the slope of the line was 1.081. The confidence interval 
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Figure 33. Observed Values of 1r 1 Compared·to Values Computed from 
Prediction.Equations for Strain bn Slat One Under 
.Loads on Slat.Orie from·PrototypeData in Appendix C 
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In both cases, the intercept of the regression line is near zero 
and the slope of the line is approximately one. This indicates that 
values computed from the prediction equation closely approximated the 
observed values. The confidence interval for the slope of the line 
plotted for data from the models ranged above and below one. The 
high and low values of the confidence interval for the slope of the 
line for data from the prototype having a length of 47 inches were 
both greater than one. This indicates that the prediction equation 
did not estimate the performance of the prototype with as much preci-
sion as it did for the model. 
Comparison of Predicted n2 With Observed n2 
Figure 34 is a plot of observed values of n2 compared to values 
computed from the prediction equation in Table XXXVI. .The curve was 
plotted to evaluate the precision with which the experimental data 
taken from the models were described by values computed from the pre-
diction equation. Thirty observed values for L/d were selected at 
random from all of the observations made in the tests, The intercept 
of the regression line was 55.4 and the slope of the line was 0.98. 
The confidence interval on the slope of the line ranged from 0.97 to 
0.99. The correlation coefficient was 0.99. 
Figure 35 is a plot of observed values of n2 compared to values 
computed.from the prediction equations for the prototype grid having a 
length of 47 inches. The data plotted are for L/d values on slat one 
under loads on slat one. Data for the prototype are tabulated in 
Appendix D. The curve was plotted to evaluate the precision with which 
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Figure J4. Observed Values of n2 Compar~d to Values Computed from 
l?rediction Equations forL/d Derived from Experi-
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Observed Values of n Compared to Values Computed from 
Prediction Equatiofts for L/d on Slat One Under Loads 
on Slat One from Prototype Data in Appendix D 
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computed from the prediction equation. The intercept of the regression 
curve was. 0, 01 and the slope of the line was 1.11. · The confidence 
interval on the slope of the line ranged from 1.10 to 1.12, The cor-
relation coefficient was 0.99. 
The intercept of one curve was 55.4 and for the other curve it 
was 0.00. The maximum values of L/d plotted in Figure 34 were almo1;1t 
· 27,000, and in Figure 35 the maximum plotted value of L/d was about 
15,000. When the maximum values are considered, the deviations of the 
intercepts from zero are small. The slopes of both lines are approxi-
mately one indicating that values computed from the prediction equa-
tions closely approximated the observed values. Since both confidence 
intervals are in the neighborhood of one, it further indicates tha~ 
the prediction. equations give ~ood estimates. of the deflection of gr~ds. 
Test Strain Data and Test Deflection Data 
Compared with Results of Guyon-Massonnet 
Design.Procedures 
The Guyon~Massonnet procedure (4, 9, 11, 15) for analyzing grids 
is a system of distl;'ibut;i.ng moments and deflections. Moments and 
deflections a.re computed for the loaded slat in a grid as if the. slat 
were a simple beam, These values are divided by the number of slats. 
Distribution factors are computed for each beam by theGuyon-Massonnet 
method.and are multiplied by the mean deflection and moments. 
Using the Guyon-Massonnet ~rocedure, distribution factors for 
bending moment were computed for the prototype grid having a length of 
47 inches. The loading arrangement selected for the calculations was 
for two loads of 24,66 pounc;J.s each placed 21.5 inches from the ends of 
slat one on the grid. 
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For this analysis, strain values were converted to bending moments 
using the assumption.that plaster has a linear stress-strain relation-
ship, and that shear strain may be neglected. For beams having 
rectangular cross sections, the flexure formula is written: 
Moment= 1 = l bh2 
. Stress C 6 
b represents the width of the beam and h the depth. 
Stress is computed by multiply:l.ng the strain by the modulus of 
elasticity which for the prototype plaster was 669,760 pounds per 
square inch. I/C was computed using b = h = 2,2 inches 
t bh2 = !<2.2)(2.2)2 = 1,77 
Table XXXVII lists bending moments computed from the strain pre--
d:j.ction equation for the prototype having a load on slat one. 
TABLE . XXXVII 
BEND1NG'·MOMENT ON PROl'OTYPE $1Al'S WITH LOAD ON ·SLAT ,ONE 




· . Slat (Inches/Inch) Stress (Inch"'. Pounds) 
1 124Xl0- 6 83 147 
2 94Xl0~ 6 63 111. 
3 88Xl0- 6 59 105 
4 84Xl0- 6 56 99 
Table.~III lists the Grid Distribution Factors :for bending 
moment as calculated by the Guyon-Massonnet method and as calculated 
from the values from. Table XXXVII for the prototype grid. The sum of 
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the bend.ing moments for the four slats when slat one is loaded is 
147 inch-pounds+ 111 inch-pounds+ 105 inch-pounds+ 99 inch-
pounds= 462 inch-pounds. The average of the four slats is 116 inch-
pounds. The distribution factors are computed by dividing. They are 
1. 27 , • 96, . 91, and . 85 . 
TABLE XXXVIII 
GRID DISTRIBUTION FACTORS FOR BENDING MOMENT 
FOR LOAD ON SLAT ONE OF PROTOTYPE 
Slat Slat Slat 
1 2 3 
Stressed Stressed Stressed 
Distribution Factors for.Mean 
Value of Bending Moment from 1.17 1.03 0.94 
Guyon-Massonnet Analysis 
Distribution Factors for Mean 
Value of Bending Moment 







In this example, the heavily stressed slats would tend to be 
under-designed if the Guyon-Massonnet procedure were used. If the 
moment to be distributed were calculated on the basis of a simple 
beam, its value would be 21.54 inches X 24.66 pounds or 531 inch-
pounds. Compared to the sum of 462 inch-pounds taken from the test 
data, the simple beam assumption is conservative. This conservative 
assumed moment for the Guyon-Massonnet analysis compensates for the 
unconservative distribution factors to some degree. A less conserva-
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the cross ties at the ends of the g"J:"id. A fully fixed end beam assump-
tion would be inappropriate, but the amount;; of fixity required cannot 
be assessed readily. 
The distribution factors used for deflection determinations by 
the Guyon~Massonnet procedure have the same magnitude as the factors 
for.moments. Table XXXIX lists the ~rid distribut:i,on factors for 
TABLE XlOClX 
GRID DISTRIBUTION FACTORS FOR DEF!iECTION 
· FOR LOAD ON SLAT ONE OF PROtOTYPE 
Distribution Factors for 
Mean Value of Deflection 
from Guyon-Massoi:inet 
Analysis 
Distribution Factors for 























deflection as calculated by tli.e Guyon-Massannet method and as computed 
from the test data •. Deflection values on ~lats 1, 2, ,3, and 4 of the 
prototype with a load Q.n slat one we.re use.d tc;, compute distribution 
factors for Table XXXIX, Data are from Appendix E, The sum of the 
deflections for the four slat~ when sl.at one is loEi.ded is 0.024 inches 
+ 0.020 inches+ 0~017 inches +0.014 inches= 0.075 inches. The 
. . 
average of the four slati;; ;i,s 0.019 inches. The distribution factors 
· are computed by di vi ding. They are 1. 26, 1.05, 0. 89, and O. 74. 
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As with the distribution factot;"s for bending moment, the heavily 
loaded slat would be under-dE:!signed by the Guypn~Massonnet procedure 
as compared to the test data. If the deflection to be distributed were 
calculated on the basis of a simple beam, its value would be 
Pa . 2 . 2 d = ~ (3L - 4a) 
24El 
= 50.70 X 21.54 (3 (47 )2 _ 4(21.54)2) 
48 X 669, 760 X 1.81 
= .0894 inches 
';['he test data value was .071. The simple beam assumption is conserva-
tive for the Guyon-Massonnet design which compensates to some extent 
for the unconservative distribution factor. Full fixed end beams used 
in l!he assumption would result in an under-design. 
Application of T~st Results to Grid Design 
The prediction equations for strain may be used l:o design four 
slat gridwork · systems that will be safe in flexul;'e. A grid coq.figura-
tion may be ass\lmed ,11nd the prediction eq1,1ation can be used to determine 
the bending moment that the grid can resi.st. This detet;"mination can be 
based on the prediction equations for strain induced.at the.surface of 
slats in the grid at the center of the sp,;ln. 
· The strain at this point can be c;onverted to stress at the point 
by using the modulus of elasticity. S:i,nce plaster of Paris has approxi,... 
mately a linear stress-strain relationsh~p, a linear decrease in stress 
in plaster models will exist from the extreme fi,ber of the beam to the 
neutral axis. 
For reinforced· concrete, the stress variation from t.he extreme 
fiber of the concrete to the neutral axis is normally not linear. 
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ln Figure 36, A illustrates the generd shape of the stress dis-
tribution curve that nori;nally ex:J,sts in concrete of a reinforced 
concrete beam. It is ma;icimum at t;he ext-reme fiber but decreases.in a 
non-linear manner to the neutral ax~s. In·re;Lnforced concrete design, 
the tensile stl;'ess that concrete carries is disregarded. Tensile 
stress is concentrated in the. reinforcing steel •. 
NEUTRAL 
AXIS 
A B C 
Figure 36. Compressive·Stress Distribution in Reinforced 
Concrete B.eams 
In the elastic design procedure used for reinforced concrete, a 
. 
linear stress dhtribution is assUI11ed as ·illustrated by Bin figure 36. 
This design procedure 'has been used .for concrete but tends to yi.eld 
' . . . 
conservative designs, 
In tlw ultimate strength procedure of design of reinforced con-
crete beams, an equivalent stress bloc~ is assumed to describe stress 
distributfon in the cQncrete acting. in cal'!lpression. This is illus,. 
trated by C in Figure 36. · Thil;i design procedure describe.s the actµal . 
stress distribution in concrete better than the metht)d used in elastic 
design. 
Values for va~iables must be assumed to adapt prediction equa-
tions to the design of grids for safety in b·ending. 'J,'hese variables 
include: the number of ties, grid length, slat and tie dimensions, 
slat spacing, load placemenJ, load magnitude, and concrete and steel 
strength characteristics. 
Morice and Little (12) indicate that sufficient accuracy can be 
obtained for reinforced concrete beams by computing their torsional 
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and flexural stiffnesses on the basis of the cross sectional shape of 
the concrete alone. E and G for concrete can be used to complete the 
stiffness calculations. 
Loading placements that will give maximum strain can be used for 
determining design moments. For example, if all loads are placed on 
slat one as shown in Figure 1, maximum strain will occur on ~lat one. 
The prediction equation for the load on slat one - strain on slat one 
can be use_d to calculate maximum strain_. Slat one can be designed 
from these results. Load placement on slat one may be taken from 
Burgener (2) and Hoibo:(6). Two of the equal loads placed a distance 
X from eac_h end of the grid can be substituted into the prediction 
equation. Strain at the center will be computed. A second pair of 
equal loads placed at another distance X from each end of the grid can 
be substituted into the prediction equation. -Strain at the center 
will be computed. A third pair of equal loads placed at another dis-
tanceX from each end of the grid can then be used to compute strain 
at the center of the slat. Other pairs of loads can be substituted to 
determine their contribution to the strain at the center of the slat. 
Total strain at:M:1 can be determined by summing component strains. This 
strain information can be used with-an appropriate reinforced concrete 
I 
design procedure :to ·:design prototype grid$. , : · · · .. 
--. - ··-· .. 
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. Other loading assumptions may be made that could produce maximum 
strain values that exceed those that develop when all loads are placed 
on slat one, Another loading aJ:"rangement; that may be examined is the 
situation where loads are placed on slat one and slat four. Vnder this 
assumption, it may be reasonable to assume less load on each of the 
two slats than was assumed when all loads we·re placed on slat one. 
Another lo.ading ai;;sumption that could be made would be load place-· 
ment on all slats in.the grid. If slat loadings were the same, the 
design could be done assuming each slat to be a simple beam. Under 
this loading arrangement, the load. per slat may be taken as.being less 
than the load per slat if only two slats are loaded, since cattle 
population could not be maximum on all slats at one time. 
Example Problem · 
To illustrate the U:se of the strain prediction equation.for the 
dedgn of a fout.;.slat grid, consider a grid having sla.t cross section 
configurations as shown in Figure 37. ~sume· that the grid has two 
cross ties and is loaded on slat ~ne with loads as shown in Figure 2, 
.~t P equal 500 po1,1nds, grid length equal 96 inches, and slat 1;1pacing 
equal 1,5 inches. 
The problem is to find the stress in the concrete at the top of 
the slat and the stress.in the steel reinforcing rod for the slat ill 
Figure 37 in the given gridwork system. Include both live lo~d and 
dead load in the design. 
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Figure 37, Cross Section of Slat Used in the 
Example Problem · 
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E for concrete= 4 x 106 
G for concrete= 0,4E 
n for concrete= 10 for concrete having f~ = 3,000 psi 
Use the prediction equ~tion for strain ~t the center of ~lat one 
when slat one is loaded 
EI/GJ 2 941 
StraiI1 = (3,89)(, 007 _ .Ol4 (EI/GJ) + 250.14) (PL /EI)(L/B)-. · 
(X/1) 1 ·434 (128,84 - 4,21?) 
1f = El/GJ 3 Assume that: this ratio will be equal to the ratio for a solid concrete cross section. I and J may change 
as the tension concrete fails under loading, but the 
assumption here is that the ratio will not change. 
Calculations were based on an h that included the 
cover concrete over the bottom of the rod and d. 
I= J... bh3 = 62.5 inches4 12 
fil= 62.5 
GJ .• 4xl24,0 
_ EI 
3.36 _bh (1 _ _! (hb)4))= 124.0 
l2 
= 1.26 
'll:4 - PL2 For this ratio, the moment of inertia computed by. 
the transformed section.for reinforced concrete 
was used, 
'rransform the area of steel 
A = nAs = 10 x 0,31 = 3.10 !:lquare inches 
t 
As 0,31 0 015 
p = bd 6 X 3 ,5 = ,· . 
~ = ((np) 2 + 2np) 112 - np = 0.43 
1 . 3 ( )2 Transformed I= 3 bd + At: d - (Kd) = 
= El = 4 X (10)6 X l?,l = 14.8 








This is computed in t;hree pairs of po:l,nts: 6 inches, 
18 inches, and 42 inches from the ends of the grid, 
:6 = 0.06 
18 0.19 96 = 
42 0.44 96 = 
1r 7 =T=;2 
Strain (1) is the strain at the center of slat one caused by loads 
placed on slat one at points X = 6 :i,nche~ from the.ends ot the grid, 
Strain (1) = (3.89)(.. 1·~6 + 250.14)(14,8)-l'O(l2,80)-· 941 
' .007 - ,014(1.26) 
(.06} 1 ·434 (128.84 - 4~21(2)) 
Strain (1) = 6.6 microinches/inch 
Strain (2) is the strain at; the center of slat one caused by loads 
placed on slat one at points X =; · 18. inches from the ends of the grid, 
Strain (2) ~ 32,1 microinches/inch 
Strain (3) is the stra;i.n at the cent;er of slat one caused by loads 
placed on slat one at points ·x = 42 inches from the ends of the grid. 
• Strain (3) = 108, l m:i,croinches/il;\Ch 
Total strain = strain· (1) + strain (2) + strain (3) + strain (3) 
Total strain= 255.0 m:1,croinches/inch 
Concrete stress due. to live load = (Modulus o:f; Elastic:tty)(Strain)(10)~6 
= (4 X 106)(255)(10)-6 ' = 1020 ps:1, 
The · t' t · th b.eam due to live load = (st;c:es,s)(I) res 1s 1ng momen 1n e · .. Kd .· 
lesistlng moment due to live load= 12,050 inch"."pounds 
The moment due to dead lo~d = 1/8 wr.l·, Th:l.s. moment was computed by 
corisider.:Lng the beai:n as a solid concrete beam. 
Moment due to ~ead load= 3,000 inch-pounds 
The total moment in the beam equals.the moment due to live load plus 
the moment due to dead load 
Total moment= 12,050 + 3,000 = 15,050 inch-pounds 
The stress in concrete due to total moment= Mc/I 
Stress in concrete= 1,274 psi 
The stress in the steel due to total moment 
M . 
= n(1)(d - Kd) 
-Stress .in steel= 18,041 psi 
The beam used in this example will safely resist a total moment of 
15,050 inch-pounds. 
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The grid used in the example was analyzed using the Guyon"."Massonnet 
procedure .. The analysis indicated that the effect of the torsion was 
significant. The total live load moment in beam one when that beam 
·was loaded as illustrated in Figure 2 was2,250 foot-pounds. The mean 
moment per slat for a four slat system was 562 foot-pounds. Factors 
for distributing the mean moments wer.e computed as 1.2, 1.05, 0,95, 
and 0.80. The large factor was for the loaded slat and the values 
decreased for slats farther from the loaded slat. The live load moment 
for the loaded slat was adjusted by the distribution factor to a value 
of 674 foot-pounds •. Live load plus dead ioad makes a total design 
moment of :924 foot-pounds or about 11,100 inch-pounds. 
The moment computed from the prediction equation was 15,050 inch-
pounds • 
. Burgener (2) records the design for bending of slats designed as 
simple beams. If the loading shown in Figure 2 is applied to a simple 
beam eight feet long, the dead load moment and live load moment gen-
erated tot;al, · 29,880 inch-pounds. This moment is about two times as 
large as the moment of 15,050 inch-pounds that was computed from the 
prediction equation for strain recorded in Table XXIX, 
~-
Molding :Plaster as a Structural ~deling Material 
.stress-str,ain relat_ionsh;i.ps for molding plaster were·approxi .. 
mately linear for the Barga Lucca from the National Gypsum Company 
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that was ~sed in.the testing program~ Other forms of molding plaster 
have higher values of strength characteristics, but the Barga Lucca had 
good characteristics of workability and the strength was adequate. 
'l'he grid m<!>dels were fabricated by casting molding plaster blocks 
with overall dimensions.equal to those of the grid models. · Slots.were 
cut in the blocks with a sabre saw to create the desired grid configura• 
tion. l'he molding plaster prototype was made twice as large as the 
average model •. Slots were formed in the grid by using styrofoam 
plastic as form material. The plastic was removed from the cast 
plaster prototype leaving the proper slot configuration. This work 
indi,cated that models. four feet long and two inches thick could be· 
formed of molding. plaster with no complications. Larger modE:!ls probably 
reduce the effects of :Lmperfections in the molding plaster on the over-
all performance of the. system. A minimum of mechanicai shaping was 
needed oi;i the prototype in contrast to the mode.ls that were shaped with 
a sabre saw. Shaping plaster models by sawing introduced a potent:Lal 
for getierating imperfections in the models. 
• The linear stress-strain relationship of the molding plaater pre;>• 
vides·results that should be valid for other matet'ials in ranges of 
their stress-strain curve that are approximately lineat', Validation 
of the tests results indicated ·that the .molding plaster gave reliable 
results, 
CHAPTER X 
SU!1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem considered in the investigation was the evaluation of 
design proced,rres to be used for gridwork systems suitable for per-
forated floors for livestock. The objectives of the work were to 
determine if a prediction equation c;:ould be developed from data col-
lected in a series of tests using grid models; and to validate existing 
design procedures by using the prediction equations that might be 
developed, 
Quantities describing grid configurations, the strength character-
istics of the materials used for grids, the positions in which loads 
are placed, and the magnitude of the loads were considered as being 
pertinent to the design of the grids. These quantities were combined 
into dimensionless pi·terms. Models were constructed in such a way 
that each pi term could .be var;i.ed while other terms were held constant. 
Molding plaster was used to fabricate the grid models. The 
relationships between the deformations and the pi terms in which loads 
were included plotted on log-log paper as straight lines with slopes 
very near to unil;:y. This indicates that the plaster demonstrates a 
linear stress-strain relationship. This was further ind.icated by the 
tests for the simple beams used to determine modulus of elasticity and 
shear modulus values. ·Plaster that is used for modeling structural 
systems should have good strength characteristics. It should also cure 
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at a rate that makes it possible to cast the models w:Lth ea&e, The 
molding plaste'):' used in the tests had good curing characteristics that 
made it possible to cast models of good quality, Trials with plaster 
· of Paris indicated that its curing characteristics were erratic. It 
tended to flash set before mo~ding was completed. The strength char-
acteristics for the plaster of Paris were better than for the molding 
plaster. Proper design of the tests for the models compensated for 
this characteristic of the molding plaster. 
'lwo loads of equal magnitude were placed each an equal distance 
from each end of a slat being loaded. This created maximum deforma-
tions at the center of the sla~s so measurements of strain and deflec-
tion were taken at these points. This loading arrangement could be 
adapted to a suitable loading assumption for cattle. The strain values 
that were measured in the tests were used to calculate the stresses 
that were being developed. 
The.prediction equation developed for determining strain at the 
center of the slats in a grid took the following form: 
Eight equations were written for predicting strain. Four equations 
were written for strain at the center of slats 1, 2, 3, and 4 ~hen 
slat one was loaded. Four other equations were written for strain 
on slat 1, 2., 3, and 4 when slat two was loaded. Coefficients for 
the eight equations are given in Table XXIX. These equations can be 
used to predict strain at the center of the slats. 
The prediction equation developed for determining deflection at 
the center of t~e slats in a grid took the following form: 
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Eight equations were written for predicting deflection for the same 
loading deformation relationships used for the strain equations. Equa-
tions were written for deflection on each of the four slats when loads 
were placed on slats one and two. Coefficients for the eight equations 
are given in Table XXXVI. These equations can be used to predict 
deflection at the center of the slats. 
Figures 41-44 indicate that the prediction equations for strain 
and deflection yield calculated values that closely approximate 
observed values for the models and the plaster prototype. Results 
from tests on plaster models are apparently valid for designing proto-
types if the prototypes are stressed in the elastic range of the 
materials used for their fabrication. For this to be true, it is also 
necessary that the prototype material demonstrate a nearly linear 
stress-strain relationship in its elastic range. 
Distribution factors for moment and deflection were calculated by 
the theory presented by Guyon and Massonnet (3, 9) for the prototype 
grid having a length of 47 inches. For purposes of comparison, dis-
tribution factors were computed from data from tests on the prototype. 
They were developed using both the strain and deflection data and were 
designed to be used in the same way as the factors developed by Guyon 
and Massonnet, When slat one was loaded, the Guyon~Massonnet procedure 
produced estimated deformations on the loaded slat that were smaller 
than those calculated from experimental data. This indicates that the 
theoretical results lead to slat designs that are over-stressed. 
Designs based on the prediction equations would therefore be conserva-
tive; 
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Designs were developed for a four slat reinforced concrete grid-
work having a length of 96 inches. The design was based on flexure, 
A slat having a depth of five inches, a width of six inches, and a five-
eights inch diamete'I;' reinforcing rod placed one and one-half inches 
from the slat bottom was designed to resist moment of 15,050 inch-
pounds. This moment was calculated from the prediction equation 
developed for strain on slat one when the load was on slat one. The 
loading arrangement used was similar to that suggested by Burgener (2) 
for a single beam type slat. All load was concentrated on slat one 
with no loading considered on the other slats in the grid. Under 
similar loading conditions, a mom,ent of 11,100 inch-pounds was calcu-
lated using the Guyon-Massonnet procedure. Rere again, the design 
that would result from the theoretical procedure would be less con-
servative than that from the design based on the prediction equatio~ 
developed to estimate the strain at the center of the slat. 
The comparison of the observed values of the deformations with 
the values calculated by the prediction equations indicates that the 
predi,ct:lon equations give good estimates of the deformations that can. 
be expected in loaded gi-idwork systems. This was shown to be true for 
both the models used to develop the equations and the plaster 'proto-
type having a length of 47 inches, Determining design moments by the 
Guyon-Massonnet method results in values that are not conservative. 
These results indicate that grids designed with bending moments cal-
culated from the prec,liction equation for strainwill be suitable for 
livestock floors. 
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Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Reinforced concrete grids should be load tested to determine 
how precise the prediction equations describe their performance. Test 
results from the prototype that was fabricated from molding plaster 
indicated that the prediction equation was reliable in that applica-
tion. Reinforced concrete is not homogeneous. The decrease in stress 
from the top of the beam to the neutral axis is not linear. These 
variables along with others found in reinforced concrete suggest the 
need for validating the prediction equation for concrete. 
2. Prediction equations should be developed for grids having 
three, five, and s:i,x main slats. The four slat grid systems evaluated 
here have characteristics that adapt well to cattle floors, however, 
alternate designs should be evaluated. If the number of main slats is 
included as a variable in a prediction equation, it is difficult to 
identify the loaded slat in a way that adapts to all grid designs. 
Holding the number of main slats constant in each test series is one 
way to overcome this difficulty. 
3, Some reinforced concrete slat systems are being cast in place 
forming gridwork systems that are interconnected over the entire floor. 
Design procedures for this type of system should be evaluated. Avail-
ability of reuseable forms could make this system economically feasible. 
4. Grids cast in sections having four main slats might be made 
more economical by interconnecting the sections. Mechanical devices 
should be developed to connect adjoining grid sections when they are 
put in place in the floor system, The economy of using such devices 
should be analyzed. 
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5. The a~ount of torsion that is generated in the slats and ties 
of grids should be analyzed. Plaster models with strain gauges could 
be used to measure the torsion induced by loads. Under normal design 
conditions, torsion in reinforced concrete sections is kept to a mini-
mum if possible. If the torque that is developed in the slats or cross 
ties is large, the design of the reinforced concrete grids should be 
adjusted. 
6. Grid designs are based on assumed load locations and load 
magnitudes. These assumptions are intended to provide the most severe 
conditions that might be encountered. The reliability of the design 
loadings could be evaluated by installing a set of strain gauges on a 
grid system being used under field conditions. Automatic recording 
equipment in connection with the strain gauges could be used to record 
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GRID STRAIN TEST DATA 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE I 
STBAIN VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE EI/GJ WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TE.RMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
EI /PL2 =12 X/L=e45fl L/8=16 T=2 
SLAT STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN 
lEST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD EI/GJ ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
(MICRO- (MICRO- ( MICRO- <MICRO-
IN/IN> IN/IN) IN/IN) IN/IN> 
Al l .744 38.99 27.56 24.98 25.00 
Al 1 .744 37.25 29.44 29.20 25.24 
~1 1 .744 32.19 29.21 29.84 .25.59 
Al 1 .744 29.14 32.60 29.85 30e64 
A2 1 1.220 119.58 93.84 86.39 82.68 
A2 1 1.220 125.81 89.95 82.57 11.00 
A2 1 1.220 125.66 91.69 81.14 79.96 
A2 1 1.220 123.95 88.98 80.89 71.77 
A3 1 2.065 160.03 109.65 97.54 95.84 
A3 1 2.065 171.56 112.14 93.72 89.56 
A3 1 2.065 161.72 113.26 l00.38 87.77 
A3 1 2.065 172.73 122.50 106.70 94.33 
A4 1 3.870 165.66 105.67 85.49 74.83 
A4 1 3.870 176.18 115.83 92.08 77.97 
A4 1 3.870 163.95 103.30 77.48 74.49 
A4 1 3.870 111.20 114.15 95.63 80.65 
Al 2 .744 28.16 34.42 29.54 29.14 
Al 2 .744 30.10 34.77 26.39 29.69 
Al 2 .744 24.59 33.94 27.48 26.58 
,\ l 2 .744 .27 • 23 34.99 28.19 27.32 
A2 2 1.220 86.65 110.43 87.37 87.41 
A2 2 1.220 94.70 114.46 84.46 78.38 
/' 2 2 1.220 85.13 109.91 81.76 81.41 
/\2 ~ 1.220 89.19 109.79 88.41 82.43 
A3 2 2.065 112.82 149.99 107.26 104.20 
ti.3 2 2.065 115.43 149.89 101.04 95.06 
A3 2 2.065 110.18 ' 141.97 104.40 l00.85 
,\ 3 2 2.065 119.48 145.94 105.93 95.19 
A4 2 3.870 111.35 146.98 l00.68 91.59 
A'~ 2 3.870 ll0.30 144.83 97.77 84.33 
ti.4 2 3.870 109.71-, 145.02 99.05 93.21 
A4 2 3.870 116.10 142.15 93.87 87.13 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE II 
STRAIN VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE EI/PL2 WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
·EI/GJ=le220. X/L=.458 L/B=l6 T=2 
SLAT STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN 
TEST UNDER 
EI /PL 2 
ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SER'.f:ES LOAD ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
(MICRO- (MICRO- (MICRO- (MICRO-
IN/IN) IN/INl IN/INl IN/IN) 
Bl 1 4 367.83 278.21 256.68 251.58 
Bl 1 4 385.20 273.36 249.79 232.17 
Bl 1 4 373 .3.1 274.50 243.02 234.17 
Bl 1 4 368.14 266.52 246.64 223.09 
82 1 12 125.66 91.69 81.14 79.96 
B2 1 12 123.95 88.98 80.89 11.11 
32 1 12 125.81 89.95 82.57 11.00 
132 1 12 119.58 93.84 86.39 82.68 
13 3 1 44 29.31 26.79 24.46 21.26 
B3 1 44 31.48 23.25 21.11 20.5a 
B3 1 44 35.60 25.22 22.28 23.88 
B3 1 44 35.15 2!+ .42 20.61 16.75 
B4 1 100 10.35 12.71 11.46 a.36 
B4 1 100 11.67 9.25 9.00 0.1~ 
64 l 100 16.69 11.26 9e91 12.11 
84 1 100 16.50 10.87 7.95. 5el9 
Bl 2 4 269.17 338.25 268.66 266.43 
Bl 2 4 284.26 345.73 258.46 243.36 
Bl 2 4 255.53 336.03 247.77 247.45 
Bl 2 4 267.54 347.07 260.15 239.60 
B2 2 12 86.65 110e43 87.37 87.41 
B2 2 12 94.70 .114.46 84.46 78.38 
B2 2 12 85.13 109.91 81.76 81.41 
82 2 12 89.19 109.79 88.41 82.43 
63 2 44 20.28 27.59 21.44 22.32 
f33 2 44 25.77 30.37 21.18 18.39 
83 2 44 23.16 27.68 21.40 21.04 
B3 2 44 24.34 23.51 25.96 25.28 
P4 2 100 6.34 10.19 7.60 8.65 
fl4 2 100 11.30 12.11 7e90 5.79 
B4 2 100 10.15 10.41 0.12 8.36 
34 2 100 10.12 5.39 12.84 13.27 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE III 
STRAIN VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE L/B WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
El/GJ=l .276 EI/PL 2=12 X/L=.458 T=2 
SLAT STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN 
TEST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD L/B ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
<MICRO- (MICRO- (MICRO- <MICRO-
IN/IN> IN/IN) IN/IN) IN/IN) 
Cl l 9 194.62 134.37 106.52 82.70 
Cl 1 9 209.94 139.41 108.88 84.23 
r:1 1 9 204.47 141.43 1oa.ao 93.76 
Cl 1 9 218.58 141.96 114.30 88.19 
:2 1 12 186.92 141.20 110.09 106.61 
C2 1 12 200.89 140.25 127.38 114.41 
C2 1 12 195.41 148.02 120.33 121.95 
C2 1 12 206.40 146.76 126.12 115.87 
C3 1 16 119.58 93.84 86.39 82.68 
:3 1 16 125.81 89.95 82.57 11.00 
C3 1 16 125.66 91.69 81.14 79.96 
C3 1 16 123.95 88.98 80.89 71.77 
(4 1 24 85.53 56.86 57.97 59.06 
C4 1 24 93.82 64.61 56.21 54.63 
C4 1 24 82.96 58.43 57.39 55.15 
C4 1 24 90.10 61.02 53.72 51.58 
Cl 2 9 130.71 171.46 119.95 108.60 
Cl 2 9 138.22 168.39 128.03 1Q6.65 
Cl 2 9 130.16 173.59 127.99 112.66 
Cl 2 9 147.28 178.12 128.60 103.07 
(2 2 12 143.68 171.88 121.69 116.93 
C2 2 12 138.95 161.93 133.76 120.77 
C2 2 12 l53e67 185.40 140.12 130.42 
C2 2 12 144.98 167.03 131.39 115.57 
(3 2 16 86.65 110.43 87.37 87.41 
C3 2 16 94.70 114.46 84.46 78.38 
C3 2 16 85.13 109.91 81.76 81.41 
C3 2 16 89.19 109.79 88.41 82.43 
C4 2 24 63.32 83.82 63.0l 62.35 
(4 2 24 63.09 88.30 57.48 56,39 
C4 2 24 51.35 75.87 56.86 53.43 
C4 2 24 6le48 86.20 55.58 51.19 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE IV 
STRAIN VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE X/L WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE llELD CONSTANT 
EI/GJ=le220 EI/PL2 =12 L/6=16 T=-2 
SLAT STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN 
TEST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD X/L ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
«MICRO- <MICRO• (MICRO- (MICRO-
IN/IN> IN/IN) IN/IN) IN/IN) 
01 1 .458 128.79 91.39 84.15 80.42 
Dl 1 .458 136.24 83.48 78.65 72.18 
Dl 1 .458 136.49 88.63 78.09 76e52 
Dl 1 .458 135e62 86.00 79.90 69.41 
D2 1 .375 85.91 81.75 74.47 73.38 
D2 1 .375 86.83 83.77 74.34 72.48 
D2 1 .375 83.65 78.29 69.69 70.82 
D2 l .375 83.42 74.07 69.14 62.62 
D3 1 .292 52.65 · 58.13 57.53 58.08 
D3 l e292 64.71 59.55 57.16 52.67 
D3 1 .292 56.68 57.72 56.21 55.83 
03 1 .292 58.09 65.72 55.83 54.91 
04 1 .167 30.94 34.98 33.79 38.44 
04 1 .167 35.15 34.11 34.54 34.22 
D4 1 .167 24.22 29.63 29.93 32.67 
04 1 .167 30.47 32.50 35049 33.44 
01 2 .458 81.72 116.56 83.22 83.70 
Dl 2 .458 91.82 124.72 81.63 76.52 
Dl 2 .458 81.79 119.75 79.79 00.01 
Dl 2 .458 00.21 118.75 85.54 79.89 
02 2 .375 77.15 01.01 77.65 76.69 
02 2 .375 83.13 76.90 72.63 65.21 
D2 2 .375 72.32 75.55 69.85 69.83 
0~ 2 .375 75.35 75.18 74.86 69.50 
D3 2 .292 58.37 54.08 56.49 55.28 
03 2 .292 60.42 57.57 56.42 56.95 
D3 2 .292 57.45 56.45 55.60 56.36 
D3 2 .292 57.06 56.41 57.39 55.53 
04 2 .167 30.77 28.59 31.53 29.96 
04 2 .167 36.55 ' 29.24 30.83 30e23 
D4 2 .167 20.25 32.31 32.09 35.20 
04 2 .167 34.43 28.99 28.97 28.41 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE V 
STRAIN VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE TWAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
Et/GJ=le276 EI/PL 2=12 X/L=e458 L/8=16 
SLAT STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN 
~EST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD T ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
<MICRO- (MICRO- (MICRO.,.. (MICRO-
IN/IN> IN/IN) IN/IN) IN/IN) 
El l 1 124.56 97.00 91.13 78.89 
El 1 1 118.37 10,~.02 91.69 75.83 
El 1 1 126.21 99e17 91.46 78.30 
El 1 1 113.40 102.01 89.82 77.46 
E2 1 2 119.58 88.98 86.39 82.68 
E2 1 2 125.81 91.69 82.57 11.00 
E2 1 2 125.66 89.95. 81.14 79.96 
E2 1 2 123.95 93.84 80.89 71.77 
E3 l 3 124.48 99.59 84.22 69.79 
E3 1 3 121.61 112.58 85.90 71.56 
E3 1 3 120.29 98.75 86.69 76.54 
E3 1 3 119.86 96.58 82.13 77.79 
E4 1 4 110.40 96.23 83.11 80.06 
E4 1 4 108.17 91.45 84.35 83.33 
E4 1 4 104.00 91036 81.00 12.10 
E4 1 4 106.78 93.98 84.72 78.12 
El ·2 1 104.23 99.38 90.85 81.49 
El 2 1 98.75 98.37 87.40 85.0l 
El 2 1 106.50 106.02 92.40 86.82 
El 2 1 99.36 103057 100.96 94.61 
E2 2 2 86.65 110.43 87.37 87.41 
E2 2 2 94.70 114 ·'•6 84.46 78.38 
E2 2 2 85.13 109.91 81.76 81.41 
E2 2 2 89.19 109.79 88.41 82.43 
:: 3 2 3 97.71 108.20 87.90 79.73 
E3 2 3 93.24 101.19 87.94 84008 
E3 2 3 106ol~6 115.29 95.16 91.80 
E3 2 3 100.65 109.88 94.52 91.81 
E4 2 4 96.93 101.76 87.78 84.38 
E4 2 4 95.13 96.85 90.22 85.16 
€4 2 4 90.74 99.04 87.10 82.64 
E4 2 4 93.23 101.13 90.25 84.02 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE I 
DEFLECTION VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE EI/GJ WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
EI /PL 2:;;:12 X/L=.458 l/8=16 T=2 
DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC-
SLAT TION TION TION TION 
TEST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD· EI/GJ ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
( IN• > ( IN• l ( IN• l < IN• l 
Al 1 .744 .0104 .0098 .0089 .0088 
Al 1 .744 .0105 .0097 .0089 .0084 
Al 1 .744 e0092 .0095 .0084 .0083 
Al 1 .744 .0103 .0097 .0094 e0092 
A2 1 1.344 .0134 .0098 .0079 .0057 
A2 1 1.344 .0128 .0104 .0079 .0054 
A2 l 1.344 .0121 .0105 .0085 .0011 
.A2 1 1.344 .0115 .0099 .0090 e0076 
A3 1 2.065 .0137 .0108 .0080 00061 
A3 1 2.065 .0111 .0092 .0076 .0056 
A3 1 20065 .0110 .0097 .0082 e0068 
A3 1 2.065 .0135 .0098 e0068 .Q057 
A4 1 3.870 .0111 .0094 .0073 e0061 
·"4 1 3.870 .0101 e0093 .0067 e0056 
A4 1 3.870 00126 tiOlOl .0073 .0041 
~4 1 3.870 00104 .0094 00069 .0057 
Al 2 .744 00107 00110 .0094 .0092 
Al 2 .744 e0099 e0097 .0095 •0091 
"1 2 .744 .0091=. .0096 .0088 e0090 
Al 2 0744 .0089 .0088 .0090 •0084 
A2 2 1.344 .0105 .0100 .0094 00090 
A2 2 1.344 .0108 .0106 .0094 .0086 
A2 2 lo344 .0093 00091 00089 e0084 
A2 2 lo344 00101 00099 00094 ·0090 
A3 2 20065 00110 oOlll 00093 o0088 
A3 2 20065 .0103 .0102 oOG99 00096 
A3 2 20065 .0093 .0095 00096 00080 
A3 2 20065 .0097 .0099 .0090 00083 
A4 2 3.870 00093 .0094 .ooao .0012 
A4 2 30870 .0086 00086 00080 00076 
4,4 2 3.870 00095 .0092 .0080 •0066 
A4 2 3.870 .0083 .0091 .ooa2 .0079 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE II 
DEFLECTION VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE EI/PL2 WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
EI/GJ=l.344 X/L=.458 L/8=16 T=2 
DEFLEi.- DEFLEC-- DEFLEC- DEFLEC-
SLAT TYON TION TION TION 
TEST UNDER 
EI /PL 2 
ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
< I N • ) C IN• > C IN• > < IN• ) 
Bl l 4 ,0416 e0305 e0249 .0179 
Bl 1 4 .0392 .0318 .0238 .0165 
Bl 1 4 .0368 .0323 .0263 .0242 
Bl l 4 .0354 ,0306 .0280 .0232 
B2 l 12 .0134 e0098 .0079 ,0057 
B2 1 12 ,0128 ,0104 .0079 .0054 
B2 1 12 .0121 .0105 ,0085 .0011 
82 l 12 .0115 .0099 .0090 e0076 
B3 l 28 .0054 e0039 .0030 .0022 
B3 l 28 00053 ~0042 .0034 .0022 
B3 1 28 ,0051 e0043 .0034 e0030 
B3 1 28 ,0047 e0040 .0035 .0031 
B4 1 44 ,0032 .0023 .001a .0013 
84 1 44 .0032 .0026 .0023 .0014 
B4 1 44 ,0031 e0026 .0020 .0011 
B4 1 44 ,0028 • 0024 - .0021 ,0019 
Bl 2 4 .0325 .0310 .0291 .0273 
Bl 2 4 .0331 .0327 .0286 .0267 
Bl 2 4 .0294 .0297 .0283 .0267 
Bl 2 4 .0313 .0306 .0291 ,0276 
82 2 12 .0105 .0100 .0094 .0090 
82 2 12 .0108 .0106 e0094 .ooa6 
'3 2 2 12 .0093 .0091 .0089 e0084 
62 2 12 .0101 .0099 .0094 .0090 
B3 2 28 .0042 .0041 .0038 .. 0038 
83 2 28 .0044 .0043 e0039 .0034 
B3 2 28 .0036 .0037 .0034 .0032 
B3 2 28 .0041 e0040 .0038 e0036 
B4 2 44 .0025 .0024 .0023 .0024 
84 2 44 .0026 .0025 .0024 .0020 
B4 ,2 44 .0021 .0021 .0019 .0018 
B4 2 44 .0025 .0024 .0023 .0022 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE III 
DEFLECTION VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE L/B WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
El/GJ=l.276 EI/PL2=12 X/L=.458 T=2 
DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC-
SLAT TION TION TION TION 
TEST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SFR ItS LOAD L/B ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
C IN• ) ( IN• ) ( IN• l ( I N • ) 
Cl 1 9 .0108 .oos8 .0065 .0050 
Cl l 9 .0114 .0088 .0071 •0056 
Cl 1 9 .0121 .0085 00065 00039 
Cl 1 9 .0100 00087 .0069 .0055 
(2 1 12 .0128 .0100 o0087 00065 
c~ 1 12 .0116 .0099 .0078 .0068 
C2 l 12 .oo9~ .0086 00070 00058 
C2 1 12 .0091 .0086 .0067 00057 
(3 1 16 00134 00098 e0079 00057 
C3 1 16 .0128 00104 .0079 00054 
(3 1 16 00121 .0105 .0085 •0077 
(3 1 16 • 0115 .0099 .0090 .0076 
(4 l 24 00135 .0128 .0120 .0113 
C4 1 24 .0139 .0133 .0124 00115 
(4 1 24 .0135 .0129 .0121 .011a 
C4 1 24 .0143 00132 00125 .0117 
Cl 2 9 .0104 .0105 00083 00071 
Cl 2 9 00087 .0083 .0078 .0010 
Cl 2 9 .0101 .0090 00088 00073 
Cl 2 9 .0092 00092 00075 .0077 
C2 2 12 00105 ·0090 .0088 .0085 
(2 2 12 .o 103 .0102 .0101 00103 
(2 2 12 .0079 .0077 00073 e0067 
C2 2 12 .0012 00081 .0071 00069 
C3 2 16 .0105 .0100 00094 .0090 
C3 2 16 .0108 00106 00094 00086 
CZ 2 16 00093 00091 00089 00084 
(3 2 16 .0101 .0099 00094 .0090 
C4 2 24 00132 00135 00130 00124 
(4 2 24 .0125 .0129 .0126 00122 
(4 2 24 00119 00124 00117 .QllB 
(4 2 24 .0129 00126 00123 00118 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE iV 
DEFLECTION VALUES FROM TESTS WHERE X/L WAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
EI/GJ=l.344 EI/PL2 =12 L/B=l6 T=2 
DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC-
SLAT TION TION TION TION 
TEST UNOER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
S::'.RIES LOAD X/L ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
CI Ne> ( IN•> < I Ne> C IN• l 
Dl 1 .458 .0133 e0095 .0011 .0053 
Dl 1 .458 .0126 .0102 .o074 e0046 
01 1 .458 .0121 .0104 .0080 .0075 
') l l .458 .0114 e0097 e0089 .0075 
D2 l .375 .0118 .0086 00066 e0046 
D2 1 e375 .0113 .0090 .0073 .0047 
02 l .375 .0103 e0087 00075 00065 
D2 1 .375 00098 e0087 00077 e0066 
D3 1 0292 00104 .0073 .0049 00031 
D3 1 0292 .0096 .0011 00059 00036 
03 1 .292 e0091 .0076 00069 .0059 
D3 1 .292 o0081 .0012 00063 00055 
D4 1 020a .0083 .0054 00032 .0012 
D4 1 .208 .0075 e0059 • 0045. 00018 
D4 1 .208 .0010 00055 00049 00042 
D4 1 .208 .0061 e0054 • 00l~8 00042 
Dl 2 .458 .0103 .0097 .0091 00087 
Dl 2 .458 .0105 00104 .0090 00082 
. 01 2 •'+58 .0088 .0087 .0081 00081 
Dl 2 .458 .0101 00099 .0092 .0087 
D2 2 .375 e0093 .0090 e0084 o0080 
D2 2 0375 .0094 .0092 .0085 e0078 
D2 2 .375 00001 00085 .0084 00078 
02 2 .375 00087 .0084 .0082 .ooao 
D3 2 .292 00079 .0011 00073 .0011 
D3 2 .292 00079 00076 00071 00066 
D3 2 0292 00076 .0073 00070 00066 
D3 2 .292 .0076 .0073 00073 00070 
D4 2 .208 .0062 .0058 .0055 .0054 
.D4 2 0208 00060 00058 .0056 .0051 
D4 2 o208 00060 00061 .0056 00055 
D4 2 020a 00059 00056 00054 00055 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE V 
DEFLECTION VALUES FOR TESTS WHERE TWAS VARIED, 
OTHER PI TERMS WERE HELD CONSTANT 
EI/GJ=l.276 EI/PL2=12 X/L=.458 L/8=16 
DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC- . DEFLEC-
SLAT TION TION TION TION 
TEST UNDER ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
SERIES LOAD T ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
CI N.) C IN. ) < IN• l ( I N • ) 
El 1 1 .0099 .0088 .0012 .0066 
El 1 1 .0093 .0083 .0012 .0069 
El 1 1 .0116 .0109 .0086 .0079 
El 1 1 .0101 e0089 .0075 e0065 
E2 1 2 00134 .0098 .0079 .0057 
E2 1 2 .0128 .0104 .0079 e0054 
E2 1 2 .0121 .0105 00085 .0011 
E2 1 2 • 0115 .0099 .0090 .0076 
E3. 1 3 .0106 e0096 00084 .0075 
E3 1 3 .0105 ·0095 e0080 .0011 
E3 1 3 .0101 .0091 .0075 .0073 
E3 1 3 .0090 • 0080 .0074 .0066 
E4 1 4 .0112 .0101 .0087 .0082 
E4 1 4 .0114 .0098 .0085 .0079 
E4 l 4 .0100 00091 .0082 .0010 
E4 1 4 .0111 .0101 .0079 .0010 
El 2 1 .0087 .0081 .0012 ·0074 
El 2 1 .0087 00078 .0078 .0011 
El 2 1 .0089 .0085 .0081 .0085 
El 2 1 .0090 .0088 .0080 .0076 
E?. 2 2 .0105 .0100 .0094 .0090 
E2 2 2 eOlOA .0106 00094 00086 
E2 2 2 .0093 .0091 .0089 00084 
E2 2 2 00101 .0099 .0094 00090 
E3 2 3 .0096 .0092 .0088 .0086 
E3 2 3 ci0097 .0093 .0088 .0087 
E3 2 3 .0085 .0087 .0082 .0083 
E3 2 3 .0086 00082 .0080 .0076 
E4 2 4 .0088 .0089 00087 .0089 
E4 2 4 .0098 .0087 .0084 .0080 
E4 2 4 .0094 .0089 .0088 .0083 
E4 2 4 e0099 .0096 .0087 .0086 
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APPENDIX C, TABLE I 
STRAIN VALUES FOR PLASTER PROTOTYPE GRID 
HAVING A LENGTH OF 47 INCHES 
Et/GJ=l.208 L/8:rl5e7 T=2 
SLAT STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN STRAIN 
UNDER 
EI /PL2 
ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT· ON SLAT 
LOAD X/L ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
(MICRO- (MICRO- (MICRO- <MICRO-
IN/IN) IN/IN) IN/IN) IN/IN) 
l 4 .458 345.02 238.84 214.82 206.37 
l 12 .458 114.11 78.77 70.60 67._91 
1 44 .458 30.09 20.54 18.14 17.57 
l 4 .375 256.48 198.88 181.84 177.42 
1 12 .375 84.68 65.62 59.99 58.50 
l 44 .375 22.06 17.06 15.56 15.17 
1 4 .292 176.92 158.13 147.59 146.82 
1 12 .292 58.29 52.19 48.93 48e54 
1 44 .292 14.95 13.52 12.84 12.62 
l 4 .167 77.38 94.91 92.73 96.33 
l 12 el67 25.37 3le35 31.08 32e03 
1 44 .167 6e29 8.06 8.37 a.38 
2 4 .458 234.61 297.27 220.16 216.56 
2 12 .458 77.96 98.86 72.65 71.55 
2 44 .458 21.04 26.80 19.04 18.80 
2 4 .375 196.79 226.46 185.13 184.75 
2 12 .375 65.30 75.55 61.41 61.26 
2 44 .375 17.43 20.58 16,,35 16.29 
2 4 .292 157.92 161.07 149~02 151.42 
2 12 .292 52.30 53.94 49.75 50.43 
2 44 .292 13.77 14.78 13.51 13.61 
2 4 .167 96.73 75.42 91.91 97.23 
2 12 .167 31.90 25.48 31.13 32.70 
2 44 .167 0.1s 1.00 0.a3 9.12 
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APPENDIX D, TABLE l 
DEF~CTION VAiUES FOR PLASTER PROTOTYfE GRID 
HAVING A LENGl'H OF 47 INCHES· 
EI/GJ•l •208 L/B=15,7 T•2 
OEFLEC~ DEFLEC- DEFLEC- DEFLEC-. 
SLAT TlON TION TION TION 
UNDER · ON S~AT ON SLAT ON SLAT ON SLAT 
LOAD El/Pl X/L ONE TWO . THREE FOUR 
. CI Ne) CIN•) CI N. I CINel 
l 4 .458. .0638 e0543 .0463 e0404 
1 12 e458 .0211 .0178 .01s2 .0132 
1 44 .458 .o.oss e0046 .0038 .0033 
1 4 .375 e05S9 e0477 e0406 .0351 
1 12 .375 .0185 e0157 .0133 .01.14 
1 44 .375 .0049 e0040 .0034 .0028 
1 4 .292 .0474 .0405 e0344 .0294 
1 12 .292 e0158 e0134 e0113 .0095 
1 . 44 e292 .0043 e0035 e0029 .0022 
1 4 .J67 .. .o:32e .0282 · .0238 .0199 
1 12 .• 167 .0110 e0093 e0079 •0063 
.1 44 .167 .0031 .0025 .0021 e0014 
.2 4 .458 e0547 .0530 e0497 e0485 
2 12 .458 .01so .0175 .0162 .0158 
2 44: .458 .0047 e0045 e0040 e0039 
2 4 .375 .0483 .0465 .0440 ·e0430 
2 12. .375 e016() .0153 ,0144 .0140 
2 44 .,1~ e0042 · .0040 ,0036 e0034 
2 4 .292 ,0413 e0396 .0378 .0370 
2 12 .292 e0137 ,0131 .01~4 .0120 
2 44 .292 .6037 e0034 e0031 .0029 
2 4 el67 ,0291 .0.275 .0269 e0265 
2 12 .167 .0098 .0091 ,0089 .0086 
2 44 , 167 .0020 .0024 ,0023 .0020 
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